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MLK candl elight
marc h a succe ss
By Herman Ejarque
UNH banded together last
night in the name of humanity
and racial equality. Participants
held candles in their gloved
hands and slowly walked
through campus and downtown
Durham to the Catholic Church.
Some chanted "We shall overcome... ".
An estimated 350 people
marched in a candle-lit procession last night in memory of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Tlre l{.i.gil, s ponsor:ed 1-:>y the
GNH Diversity" Committee,
began at T-Hall with a few
speeches followed by a march
similar to that held by BrotherPeace several months ago.
The vigil was aimed at more
than increased awareness of civil
rights; it addressed the controversial issue of making Martin
Luther King day a state holiday
in New Hampshire and it encouraged those who attended
to become more active in their
beliefs.
Student Body Vice President
Mike Rose, who spoke under
the T-Hall arches before the
procession began, said King
embodied the phrase "And
Justice For All." Rose said New
Hampshire should continue to
move forward in the civil rights
movement, and that the university should make that move.
Rose asked· President Haaland to encourage Governor
Gregg to sign legislation to
approve the King holiday. Haaland, who spoke briefly before
Rose, did not address the holiday
directly, but did join in the
candle-lit procession and chanting.
The march went smoothly,
escorted by the Durham Police
and 20 hall directors wearing
orange public safety jackets.
Once seated in the St. Thomas

More church with candles still
lit, participants were introduced
to T.J. Wheeler, a singer/ guitarist who heads a seacoast blues band.
Wheeler spoke of King, and
the civil rights movement,
between his songs. He spoke
of a "resurgance of violent
behavior" today, 20 years since
the civil rights era of the mid
60' s. Wheeler talked of the racial
beatings, murders and injustice
in cities like Miami.
"It doesn't seem like 1989,"
Wheeler said, "it seems more
like 1949."
Mary Oppenheimer, a UNH :
grad student of sociology, feels 1
that racism is not such an issue
in NH only because the area is
"somewhat isolated." When she
first came to NH a year ago,
Oppenheimer said s'he did not
see a black person for months.
When she did, "it made me do MLK vigil lit up more than the
a double-take; later I had to
think twice about that."
Oppenheimer strongly con- was assasinated, Wheeler said,
tends that New Hampshire his family came to the NH
should make Martin Luther seacoast as a retreat, yet NH
does not honor his birthday.
King day a holiday.
King's dream, according to
"I think its a disgrace that we
are one of six states that does Wheeler, was that,one man can
not support the King holiday," make a difference. "Now we live
in a nuclear age where the
Oppenheimer said.
According to T.J. Wheeler, nonviolent philosophy of Marthe state government has ex- tin Luther King is more imporcused the proposed holiday as tant than it ever was," Wheeler
bad for business and that Ronald said,
Les Fisher, UNH associate
Reagan proponed that those
wanting a King holiday just professor of English, also spoke
wanted another day off. There at the church. Fisher said, in
are some corporations however, retrospect, Dr. King may be
according to Wheeler, such as seen as the most important
Digital Equipment Corp. which person of this period.
Advocating being active in
are strong advocates of such a
holiday in the business com- one's beliefs, Fisher said,
"People are not so much what
munity.
Weeler portrayed· Martin they say, but what they do."
Bill Barnes, a senior in-phiLuther King as a man who truly
lived by the NH state motto losophy, agreed with Fisher.
"Live Free or Die." When he

night. (Karen Hamilton photo)
"My-father always told me the
same thing; don't just talk, do
it."
Barnes said he thought showing up at an event like this was
a start, but "the real thing is
somehow affecting government."
A resident assistant of Sawyer
hall, Barnes has been involved
in various student groups and
organizations such as the Progressive Student Network. "It's
easy to get downhearted. You
want results, and when they
don't come soon you wonder if
you are doing anything," Barnes
said.
Julia Douglass, coordina·tor
of the vigil, says that the first
steps in doing anything are to
really. think out issues and
educate others. Leading the
educational part of the Diversitv

Committee, Douglass was
pleased to see such a large
turnout of since're people. "I
think everyone here tonight sat
back and thought about what
Martin Luther King really
strived for in his life," Douglas
said.
P~operly remembering King,
according to T.J. Wheeler, is a
step in the progress he made.
"If we (NH) celebrate Martin
Luther King day we will be
making a statement throughout
the whole country,"Wheeler
said.
Wheeler called upon the 350
vigil participants to contact state
representatives, in the mail or
on the phone, for their support
in the King holiday issue which
will voted upon in the next few
weeks.

Steps taken for
expec ted cuts

N o more cash to stash. (Mike Farnham photo)

By Jay Kumar
A bill is working its way
through the New Hampshire
state legislature which could
mean cutbacks for UNH' s 1989
budget.
"The state is anticipating a
shortfall in revenue" and the
governor is asking for a reduction from agencies that aren't
fully state-funded, like the University System, said Dan Dibiasio, executive assistant to the
president.
Dibiasio said new Governor
Judd Gregg imposed a three
percent reduction on the fiscal
year 1989 budget for all fullyfunded state agencies, such as
the highway department. Also,
he froze all vacant positions that
have been empty for four
months or longer.

In order to get the other
partially-funded agencies - such
as USNH, the court systems and
the post-secondary and vocational educational systems - to
reduce their budgets, Gregg had .
to ask for a bill to be drafted and
brought before the legislature,
Dibiasio said.
Basically, he said, the University knows it will have to cut
back on its budget, but it won't
know how much until the legislature approves the bill. It
should be approved sometime
this week.
Dibiasio said, "We have taken
some steps" to deal with the
expected cutbacks, but he refused to elaborate. Eugene Savage, vice chancellor of university
system relations, was unavailable for comment yesterday.
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Singer James Brown
faces more charges

Terry Waite missing
for two years

Soul legend James Brown, who has been helping
with a prison choir while serving a South Carolina
prison term, returned to court Monday to face
weapons and assault charges in Georgia. Brown
was tried for 10 misdemeanor charges stemming
from qvo arrests last September in Augusta, Ga.
Brown is serving a six-year sentence in the State
Park Correctional Center for failing tO srop for
police during a two-state car chase Sept. 24. Buddy
Dallas of Thomson, Ga., an attorney for Brown,
said the "Godfather of Soul is in good spirits."

Friday marked the second year of the disappearanct:: of Anglican Church envoy Terry Waite, missing
after he left his Beirut hotel to negotiate the release
of U.S. hostages.
No group has claimed ro hold him, and the British
government, which refuses ro negotiate with
terrorists, says no demands have been made. No
photographs or videotapes have been released to
prove Waite is alive.
A British official said recently: "We believe Waite
is alive simply because we've had no evidence ro
the contrary."

At least 24 people, including four Indian soldiers,
were killed across Sri Lanka in separatist violence
during the weekend, military officials said Sunday.
The officials who cannot be identified under
standing briefing regulatio~s, said 16 Sinhalese
were killed in seven separate attacks since Saturday.
The attacks were blamed on the People's
Liberation From, an organization of radical Sinhalese
opposed to Colombo's peace overtures to the Tamils
fighting for a separate homeland in the Indian ocean
republic since 1983.

Cardinal Law leads
anti-aborti on rally

· 1988 marks rise in
N.H. AIDS cases

Last appeal for Bundy

The number of AIDS cases reported in New
Hampshire jumped by 38 in 1988, to 94, and an
estimated 4,000 state residents have been exposed
to the deadly virus, according to a new report.The
state epidemiologist estimates that 700 residents
will have the disease within three years, according
to information compiled by the New Hampshire
AIDS Program. The increase in AIDS cases in 1988
was the largest in any year since the first two cases
were reported in New Hampshire in 1983. By
January 1, 45 of the victims had died. The AIDS
program reported that 61 of the cases reported
so far in New Hampshire were caused by male
homosexual contact, seven were caused by intravenous drug use, and four were blamed on a
combination of those factors. Nine of the New
Hampshire AIDS cases were attributed to blood
transfusions and five were related to hemophilia.

.

Violence in Sri Lanka

The serial killer Ted Bundy, 42, who is scheduled
for execution roday in Starke, Fla., has one appeal
remaining. Bundy spent the weekend des~ribing
his murderous career for law officers from several
states. On Saturday Bundy confessed to 11 murders
in Washington state alone, according to state
investigaor Robert Keppel who flew to Florida
on Friday to interview Bundy. Even as he was
confessing to those killings, as weii as that of a
Vail, Colorado, ski shop employee, the 11th US
Circuit Court of Appeals in Atlanta was turning
down his bid for a stay of execution. Justice Anthony
Kennedy is assigned to review Florida death
sentences, and Bundy's last hope is that Kennedy
stays the execution of the sentence before it is carried
out at 7 a.m. today.

As a small group of pro-choice activists led by
Bill Baird demonstrated outside, more than 500
people crowded Bosron's Faneuil Hall Sunday to
hear Cardinal Bernard Law lead a rally against
abortion.
The 16th annual Assembly for Life also marked
the 16th anniversary of the 1973 Supreme Court
decision legalizing abortion. The rally was sponsored
by Massachusetts Citizens for Life Inc.
"It is clear that the pro-life movement is here
tO stay;" said Cardinal Law, head of the Catholic
Archdiocese of Boston. "There is no way in which
the human spirit will long endure a moral evil like
abortion. Those of us who recognize abortion as
the taking of innocent human life do not find that
with the passage of time and millions of more deaths
we are less committed. Far from it. I find myself
today more convinced than ever that the killing
must stop."

.
"

'

Organizational Meeting

Tuesday January 24th
MUB Grafton Room 7PM

EVERYO NE WELCOM E
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Cooper's antics ·win award
By Stephen Utaski
Fighting imaginary duels in
the classroom, praying on their
knees in the middle of the floor,
and stretching our on a desk in
front of students is not how
most professors go about teaching French.
Barbara Cooper has been
known to do all of these to help
clarify the rules of French
grammar for her bewildered and
highly entertained students.
This December, Professor
Barbara Cooper was rewarded
for her efforts as she became
the 1989 recipient of the Lindberg Award for Outstanding
Teacher-Scholar in the College
of Liberal Arts. Along with the
award, Cooper received a $2,500
stipend.
The Lindberg award is named
after Gary Lindberg, a UNH

professor of English who died
of Hodgkin's disease in 1986.
The award is given out annually
to a professor in the College of
Liberal Arts who represents an
outstanding teacher and scholar.
The decision is based on written
nominations sent in by faculty
and students in the College of
Liberal Arts.
Professor Cooper, who has
been reaching at UNH since
1974, is currently the University's Department of French and
Italian chairperson, a position
she has held for the last six
years. This is her first such
award and Cooper stated that
she is very pleased with the
award and considers it a "great
honor."
·
Cooper likens the development of a teaching style to the
aging process.

''When 1 first began teaching
I stuck to a very lecture- oriented
format. Then the older I got,
the less I realized I knew and
had to start developing other
ways of reaching what I knew,"
Cooper said.
The Lindberg Award was
presented to Cooper not only
for her reaching but for her
scholarship as well. Early i9rh
century novels and plays are
Coopers professed topic of
interest.
"Most of the plays I study are
very obscure, not many people
know much about them."
When asked what she
planned on doing with the
$2,500 she received with the
award, Cooper said she was
planning a trip to France for
this summer to visit the national
archives where many of the
works she studies are housed.
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Barbara Cooper (Mike Parnham photo)

UNH flags a visible reminder
By Alex Berger
Between trying to add classes
and spending enormous
amounts of money on books, you
may not have noticed that the
university flag was flown at half
mast last Wednesday.
Robert _Chick, a maintenence
mechanic at UNH, passed away.
According to Muriel Knecht,
assistant to the president, the
university flag is to be flown
at half mast when someone
affiliated with UNH dies.
Knecht said the flag is to be
raised to half mast, below the
American flag, as soon as the
President' s off ice is notified
of a death. The flag is flown at
half mast until the day of the
funeral.
According to Assistant Professor of Aerospace Studies
Major David Stoh, the responsibility to raise and lower the
flags is split among the University Police, Air Force and Army
ROTC.
Stoh said representitives
from the three organizations
meet before the semester starts
to decide on a schedule for flag
duty.
This semester, each group
will take rwo week shifts of
ra-ising the flag each morning
at 7 a.m. and lowering it each
afternoon at 4 p.m.

l

Although the schedule is set is also flown at half mast when
for the semester, certain events, a student, faculty member, alumsuch as deaths, require addition- ni or other university affiliate
al flags to be raised.
dies.
According to Stoh, on one
The state flag is flown by
occasion last semester the Uni- order of the Governor and the
versity Police notified ROTC American flag is only flown at
that "the flag" was to be raised half mast by order of the Presto half mast. The American flag ident of the United States.
was raised to half mast and left
Beaudoin said the only time
that way. Apparently there was he can remember all three flags
some confusion and the univer- being flown at the same time
sity flag was supposed to be was when the Governor was the
flown at half mast. It had to be keynote speaker at graduation.
changed in the middle of the day.
Unlike Air Force and Army
University Police Chief Roger ROTC, the University Police
Beaudoin said he wasn't sure don't go through a formal flag
what occasions required the raising and lowering ceremony.
university flag to be raised
"They do it appropriately, but
except for deaths in the univer- not anything formal," Beaudoin
sity.
said.
Beaudoin said the President's
While there have been reloffice notifies them of any atively few problems with the
special requirements regarding raising and lowering of the flag,
the raising of the flags. He added Beaudoin said there are times
that there are clips on the flag when the flag is nor put up or
pole for three flags to be flown taken down on time, and is
at the same time.
sometimes. forgotten completeIn addition to the American ly.
flag which is flown every day,
"It's a matter of what comes
the stare flag and/ or university first," Beaudoin said, adding that
flag can be flown at full or half he doesn't mean to sound dismast, depending on the occa- respectful to the flag. He said
sion.
,
that other functions, such as
According co Knecht, the answering complaints or raking
university flag is flown on care of traffic problems, rake
Alumni and Parents Weekend, priority over the flag procedure.
Homecoming, Commencement
and other special occasions. It

WEALWAYS
NEED LEADERS
The~ Force is_kding tt

-~---~---

missileers ... ~ ...
aoo ... rmre. Our posiare important. '\w can get cne
Air Force ROTC
As an Air Force ROfC cadet, }W11 be trained
in leadership and manaWJDefll practices. "bl may
also awfy for our scmlarship program that helps pay
college~ plus $100 per academic l1Dlth, tax free.
After graduation, }W11 ha\e all the ~ aI¥I respoositility of an Air Force officet '\w11 disa:Na' a new \\U'kl
where }W11 be challenged to tx:el ... aI¥I rewarded ir }WI'
success. Let us give }OU the details toda)c

CAPT GREG MESERVE
862-1480

NISHIKIATB
"The best MBA"

1988 Bicycles
X-C Ski Pkgs.
Hockey Stkks

DURHAM BIKE
Pettee Brook Lane

Durham,NH
Leadership Excellence Starts Here

M-F 10-5: 30
SAT 10-3:00

868-5634

· We're
lookipg for

peoolewho

aretit afraid
of heights.

This is a shot at the top.
Our Retail Management 'fraining Program will guide you to the
upper echelon of our corporation:
General Manager, Disbict Manager, V.P., C.O.O.-theres nothing
to stop the right individual.
Hannaford Bros. Co. is a billion-dollar-plus food and drug
retailer in beautiful Northern
New England. If you have the
brains, persistence, and desire
to reach the top, we offer you
the ideal corporate ladder.
For more information or
setting·up an interview, contact
the Career Planning and Placement Services Office, 203
Huddleston Hall.
Location: Career Planning &
Placement Services
Office, 203 Huddleston Hall
Date:
February 1, 1989
Majors: Economics &
Business

·1111 1111

n

Hannaford Bros. C~.
P.O. Box 1000
Portland, Maine 04104
• (207) 883-2911

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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What are you looking forward to in the next four years, with the
Bush administr ation?

"I'd like to see a lot of our
domestic problems solved. I'd
like to take some of the money
spent on international issues,
and use it for people in need here
in our own country."

"The most important thing to
me is continued relations with
the Soviet Union during this
period of "Glastpost" for bilateral arms reducti()ns"
Christine Kearney

Larry Sisle

Psychology

"Being a bleeding heart liberal,
I am very pessimistic about the
next four years. It is a !ravesty
ofjustice to be pumping millions
of dollars into the defense
program at the expense of the
social we//are programs that
should be taking care of our
poor and indignant.

"Dump Quayle. I'd like to see
a continuation of foriegn policy
with more emphasis on humanitarianism. I don't want to see
the .- wasteful spending continued, as shown by the Inaugural Ball.
. Steve]ury

Hotel Administration
Zoology

Sophomore
Class of '88
Political Science

Class of '88

Senior

You dodt need yourP,arents' money
to buy aMacintosh

Just their signature
Which gives you and your parents plenty of rime
for you in just a few weeks.
It's never been difficult for students to convince
to decide just who pays for it all.
There's no collateral. No need to prove financial
their parents of the need for a Macintosh® computer
'"
hardship. No application fee.
at school.
over
spread
be
can
payments
loan
the
all,
of
Best
Persuading them to write the check, however, is
Introducing Apple's
as many as 10 years.
another thing altogether.
Student Loan-to-Own Program
Which is why Apple created the Student Loan-toOwn Program. An ingenious l9an program that makes
Stop by University Technology Center
buying a Macintosh as easy as using one.
Room 14A, Thompson Hall
Simply pick up an application at the location
862-1328
listed below, or call 800-831-LOAN. All your parents
need to do is fill it out, sign it, and send it.
If they qualify, they'll receive a check
© 1988 Apple Computer, Inc, Apple, the Apple logo, and Macinta;h are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc

-~
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have an

opinion?
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LAST DAY- for undergrads to withdraw and qualify for
3/4 tuition refund.
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION- Business Office,
Stoke, 5-7 p.m .

WEDNESDAY,JAN UARY 25
UNH Music Department Auditions - For appointment call
862-2404, M-F, 8-4:30
-

!:i

Men's Basketball - vs. Northeastern. Field House, 7:30 pm

I

Graduate student registration- Business Office, Stoke Hall,
5-7 pm

;.,,{

THURSDAY,JANU ARY 26

§

Phi Bera Ka_R{)a Visiting Scholar - Professor Lynn Margulis,
University of Mass, "Pfanetary Regulation by Life?" Room
208, McConnell, 4 p.m.

I

I
I~

I
I
I LETTE RS'I
I
I
II TOTHE I;=~
q

I

ts

UNIVERSITY GALLERIES- "Methods in Art History:
Highlights from the Permanent Collection" and Faculty
Review: Aronson, Drumheller, Searls-McConnell." Hours:
M-W 10a-4p; Th 10a-8pm; Sa & Su l-5p, closed Fri & holidays.

a

I

~

TUES'DAY,JANUA RY 24

Cheese and tomato omlet served with
toast, homefries and coffee
$2.60

Graduate student registration - Business Office, Stoke Hall,
5-7 pm.
Lecture - "Role of Medical Professionals in Struggle for Human
Rights," Dr. /une Lopez, Psychiatrist, concerning role in
prevention o human rights violations and aid to victims
of torture. Room 128, Hamilton Smith, 7 pm.

Hearty beef stew served with homemade
biscuit
$3.10

Women's Basketball - vs. Dartmouth. Field House, 7 pm
MUSO Film - "Some like It Hot." Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 pm, students $1, general $2

FRIDAY,JANUAR- Y 27

1_:::::_1 .eo~:a::;~, ~~
Fried clamstrip dinner served with tossed

FOR A

Phi Bera Kappa Visiting Scholar - Professor Lynn Margulis,
University of Massachusetts, "Symbiosis and Origin o1 Species."
Spaulding Microbiology Seminar Room, 10 am. Political
Economy Series - Ozlem ~rtan, UNH, Economics, "The Impact
on Women of IMF - su_l)ported Programs in Developing
Countries." Room 206, McConnell, noon to 2 pm (Paper
available in McC 430).
·
Wrestlin_g - vs. Rhode Island College and Western New
England College. Field House, 7 pm.

fUN JOl3

THIS

SUMMf~

JOIN THE

FRESHM AN
ORIENT ATION TEAM
\0\1" i~ thl' tillll' (() makl'
\our rhoi(l'. lll'l'aUSl'
l'H'n .\rtCan l'd rnllq(l'
ring - from handsoml'
tr.ulitional to l"Ollll'lll·
po ran ~t\ ll's- is on sale
110\\ ! Yotdl Ix· imprl'SSl'd
with thl' fint .\rtCarwd
crahsmanship that"s
hacked hy a Full Lifl'timl'
\\arrantr. .-\nd \ou·ll
apprl'riatl' the sarings.
Dori"t miss out 1

~

Help freshmen form positive first
impressions of UNH
• Develop leadership and communicat ion
skills
• Meet people- make friends
• A salaried\ position for June of '89

lbe f.}1wli~1:
lhe CmflsmansbifJ.
/be Re/1'/ml li111 Oeserl'e.

JAN. 23,24,25

10:00am-3:00pm
UNIVERSiTY BOOKSTORE
HEWITT HALL

AppllcaU011• a~ailabl• at Dea21 of
Stuchah Office Seco11cl floor B11dclluto11 Ball
-aho KUB info cluk

Application• clue

Peb. 8

We encourage students of diver•• backgrounds _to apply
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NOTICES
GENERAL
APPLYING TO GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL: Current UNH graduate students
will discuss choosing programs, taking tests, wr~ting
personal statements, obtaining recommendat10ns,
seeking financial aid, and MORE! W,ednesday ,
January 25 , TASK center, College Rd. Trailers ,
3-4 pm

TRYOUTS FOR .. MACBETH " : Open tryouts.
Sunday, February 5, from 4 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., and
Monday, February 6, from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
(Callbacks on Thursday, February 9, at PCAC, Room
D-22 before tryouts. Backstage help and ushers
1
needed too! Everyone is welcome!
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Non-Traditional Student
Center, Pettee House , noon to 1 p.m . $1 a slice
and some of the best company around.

ATHLETICS & RECREATION
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING FOR SQUASH
CLUB: Be prepared to play! Tuesday, Jan. 24, 7:30
p.m. at the field house.

GENERAL
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY: The Friends of the
Dover Public Library will sponsor their annu al
. booksale at the Dover Public Library beginning
Saturday, January 28 at 9AM. The first day is
restricted to Dover library cardholders only but
sta_rting Monday , January 30 through Saturday,
February 11 the sale is for everyo~~- The sale will
be held in the the library's new a.dd1t1on. For further
information, call the Circulation Dest at 742-3513.
OPEN AUDITIONS: Tryouts for "MACBETH".
Open Tryouts. Please pick up tryout information
sheet in PCAC, Rm. D-22 before tryouts. Backstage
help and ushers needed too! Everyone is welcome!
Sunday, Feb. 5 from 4 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. and Monday,
Feb . 6 from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. (Call backs on
Thursday, Feb. 9 at 7 p.m.)

GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: An non-profit store
selling bulk grains, granola , chips, and natural
health products such as shampoo, oils, etc.
Wednesdays, Hubbard Hall, 4:30-7pm
NHOC SPRING BREAK SAILING TRIP TO
BAHAMAS: Important meeting for those already
signed up and on the payment plan, and those who
wish to go. There is still space available. Wednesday,
January 25, NHOC Office Room 129, MUB, 7 pm.
RA -SELECTION 1989-90: Applications for RA
positions for 1989-90 are available from Hall
Directors and Area Off ices. (Jessie Doe, Devine,
and Babcock.) Information Sessions held in the
MUB, Monday,January 30 at 7:15 pm and Tuesday,
January 31 at 1 pm.

Some improvements were finally made in Smith Hall over break
- including new floors, stall doors arid a paint job. (S-haron
Donovan photo)

--;:::::::::::::::=AIM H:CN

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1989.,

MEETINGS
UNH 4-H CLUB MEETING: Monthly business
meeting open to present members as well as anyone
interested in joining. Do not need to be involved
in 4-H prior to college to join. Wednesday, January
25, Kendell 212, 7:30 p.m.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL BENEFIT CONCERT: Featuring Tribe, Indigo, Social Animals, STUDENT COLAITION FOR THE HOMELESS
and Leg Room. Saturday, January 28, Granite state _ MEETING: Newcomers welcome! Help plan events
Room, MUB, 8 p.m. (Doors open 7:30 p.m.) for UNH, while fighting NH's homeless problem!
students $5, general $6. Tickets available at MUB Wednesdays, Room 125, Ham Smith, 7 pm.
Ticket Office and at the door.
MEDIEVAL RECREATION CLUB MEETING:
WRITERS WORKSHOP: For anyone interested Recreational medieval life through arts and sciences
in workshopping their writing. Fictio~,_Non-fiction, with an emphasis on fun, including workshops,
poetry is welcome. Fridays, Non-tradmonal Student dancing, and flirting. Thursdays, Room to be
Center, 1:30 to 3 p.m.
announced, MUB, 6-9 pm.

The Air Force has a special program for 1989 BSNs. rt selected,
you con enter active duty soon
after graduation-without '.Witing
for 1he results ct your State Boards.
b qualif,t you must hove an overall
2. 75 GPA. After commissioning,
you'll attend a five-month internship at a major Air Force medical
foc1111¥ It's on excellent \WY to prepare for the wide range of experiences you'll hove serving your
country as on Air Force nurse officec For more information, coll
USAF NURSE RECRUITING
603-433-1888/7

Sunday Nite All Star
Special:$2.00

Monday : $2.00·
small cheese pizza

Tuesday : $4.00

small cheese pizza

large cheese pizza

until February 7th

Tuesday Night

Large Cheese Pizza
$4.00

For Prompt Deliveries 868-2224

Starting at 5:00-close
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Engineering ·prof's awarded
By Tiffany Lewis
Four UNH engineering professors have been awarded the
department's newest honor, the
Outstanding Teacher Award.
The awards, sponsored by the
UNH chapter of the engineering honor society Tau Beta Pi,
were presented at the first
faculty meeting on November
16. The recipients of the awards
were Thomas Ballestero, assistant professor of civil engineering; John Wilson, associate
professor of mechanical engineering; Ihab Farag, associate
professor of chemical engineering; and Gordon Kraft, associate
professor of electrical and computer engineering.
The awarcl w::i~ nin11e be11

cause its recipients were chosen
by students. Last year, ballots
were given to all graduating
engineering students and collected in Kingsbury.
The four professors received
desk top wedges with "Outstanding Teacher", their name,
the year, the Tau Beta Pi symbol,
and the UNH seal engraved on
them. The professors' names
will also be engraved on four
plaques that will hang in Kingsbury.
.
Tau Beta Pi member, Daphne
Hillstrom, said the idea for the
award came from other school's
chapters when they met at the
honor society's national convention.
Since the purpose of Tau Beta

Pi is co recognize excellence in
engineering, Hillstrom said, the
UNH chapter also decided to
organize an award for outstanding professors. Hillstrom said
the four professors were chosen
for their contributions co the
students, their availability and
helpfulness to the students and
the clarity of their teaching.
Tau Beta Pi plans to make the
Outstanding Teacher Award
annually co professors chosen
from each of the department's
four sections; mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, electrical, computer engineering, and civil engineering.
Each year the new winner's
names will be added to the
plaques hanging in Kingsbury.
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STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student Is Ellglble for Some Type of Flnanclal
Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
•
•
•
•

We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
Many scholarships are given to students basad on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
Ther~•s money available for students who have been newspaper
carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers ... etc.
Results GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

BERMUDA
COJ,J,EGE
WHY SHOULD YOO
JOIN THE NEW BAMPSBIBE?
1. Because it's real cool.
2. If you don't, you're.a big
stupid-head.

3. How do the words
chaffeur-driven limousine

,

4. Because you'll get to
sit mere inches away
from finely sculpted editors.
5.Because,because,because, because, becaaaause
6. Because of the wonderful things he does!
7. You can let your hair
down and say "Moo" in
the spacious offices.

8. Because you can sit in
chairs that tilt, swivel
AND roll!

9. Because if you don't,
we will find you and brainwash you into thinking
you're Uncle Jesse from
the Dukes of Hazzard.

The Few. The Loid.
The Neil Hampshire.

7

~----~-------------~~
800 346-6401

March 5th to April 8th, 1989

sound?

-·

With a little bit of luck,

you just might make it through the week.
Right from the start, the party is nonstop.
Bermuda. Whirring around our island on a
Your C.Ollege Week opens with a day-long
moped. (Do keep left!) Our British ambiance and
colourful pubs. Great tennis and golf. Treasure
Barbecue Bash at beautiful Elbow Beachhunting in our shops. Jogging on quiet seaside
dancing, feasting, swimming and tanning on
· roads-including a 2-k "Fun Run" from Horseshoe
soft, pink, sun-splashed sands.
Bay. And the special feeling of being on a tiny,
The beat goes on with spectacular beach
parties featuring Bermuda's top rock, steel and
flower-bedecked island, separated from
everywhere and everything by 600 miles of sea.
calypso bands. Daily lunches. A limbo festival.
And an outrageous Party Cruise to magnificent
This spring, break away to an island that's
Great Sound. All compliments of the Bermuda · more than just sun, sand and surf. Contact your
Department of Tourism.
Glmpus Travel Representative or Travel Agent for
Add to that all the things that make Bermuda, more Bermuda College Week details.

Redman Sport & Travel·
1354 Hancock Street
Quincy, MA 02169
(617) 770-1403 • (800) 288-2328
(212) 796-6646'

-~
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TH IS WE EK
Jan uar y 25th
. .featuring Bost o~ and San Francisco's best:
Mik e DonOvan
Jon Ross
Rick Jenkins
\

',,

'

>
TIC KET S AT MU B TIC KET OFFICE &
THE DO OR .
$3 STUDENTS·
$5 NON -STU DEN TS

($1 OFF WITH COUPON)
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Co m in g February 4th!
·TICKETS AT MUB TIC KET OFFICE (

TH /S THL7../?S£JAY
$3 Students with ID $5 Wit hou t ID

I

AN D ·
a Penelope Spheeris Film

·······

:-:: : ,·.· ........

~:::;VIES !!

,
~

_, s01. 11e

Billy Wilder's

L ik e It
H ot
Marily n Monr oe
Tony Curtis
Jack Lemm on

The Decline of Western Civiliz.ation Part II,

entdal ~tllfi

7711 //Sda.Y/8/l l/cl /YPo

7tlt ?cf !l~t ?/2/72
S//c?&7/dh'OO/JJ

sf'/ S/1/ 06/l L,
sf'P/JO /l-S /l/d? /l$

M7dcl_y/8/l l/cl /YP7
6:tlt?cf/tltlt ?/2/72
Hl/ 8/7 1/8
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Introductory Special ,
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10% off a 3 month
membe rs.h ip

:
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special rate for students only

♦
♦

Feb/M arch/ April
for only $99

i

-earn extra cash/

:

♦

:~~
♦

♦♦

(includes free uni/arm)

♦
♦

♦
♦

♦

♦

~top in and watch a class any weekday
' evening 5- 9, Sat. 10-1, or call for more
information.

:

♦
♦
♦
♦

i♦

♦

42 Main St. Dover , NH

♦
♦

•

♦♦

♦

:

Deadl_ine: Monda y, January 30, 1989
see Monic a in room 124, MUB for
an applic ation

♦
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♦
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-only simple office skills needed/
-attend all PFO-sponsored events free!

♦ ~
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-gain experience advising student organizations.'

♦
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♦

BE A PFO COORDINATOR!
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SPR IN B ·R AK

Program ming Fund Organization
Memorial Union Building

University of New Hampshire

Durham. NH 03824

-----------------with THE UNH SKI CLUB

Go where the Snow is HOT

March 12-17
$211
·,_e party
ith meals
1
\
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Moc ktai ls favo red ~in dorm chal leng e
By Erica L. Cann

Christensen residents ditch drinks -for backhand manuevers. (Sharon Donovan-ph oto)

APPLICATIONS AVAIL ABLE FOR
FALL I 989 ADMITTANCE TO THE

UNDERGRADUATE
BEGINN ING
January 24

IRPARTMENT

By spending their first Friday
night back after vacation without alcohol, residents of Christensen Hall were put to the
ultimate challenge.
Assistant Hall Director Brent
Bell organized the challenge
with the staff of Christensen .
He said he wanted the night co
accomplish two things; provide
fun activities and an opportunity
for residents to meet new people. The second was co set up
a party atmosphere , without
people getting drunk.
"A lot of people think students become dependent on
alcohol as a tool to help them
socialize to the point where they
don't see activities without
alcohol as an option," Bell said.
Students cut loose in Christensen versions of Win, Lose,
or Draw, The Roommate Game
(like "The Newlywed Game"),
and The Dating Game, in which
four different contestants picked
a bachelor or bachelorette, and
then left for a date sponsored
by hall government. Later, the
couples returned co tell about
their dates at a coffee house in
the main lounge featuring six
Christensen Hall talents.
During the night there was
more than just fun and entertainment. The residents participated in friendly competition, starting with ping-pong
tournament s and ended with
volleyball and three on three
basketball at N.H. Hall. Students also go~ plenty of exercise

dancing at the Speak Easy in
Portsmouth.
Eighty percent of Christensen
Hall students did not drink.
D~ve Piotrowski, a so~homore,
said he thought th_e 01ght was
well organized.
"The activities they planned
were enjoyable and I was entertained throughout the evening,"
Piotrowski said. "Personally ,
I don't think it was hard not to
drink. And, I think a lot of
people felt that way."
Although a large percentage
of residents participated in the
evening, not everyone sought
to meet the challenge. Some felt
that they didn't need to prove
anything, to themselves or to
others.
For those who did want an
alternative drink, Kathleen
Gildea-Dinze o, associate director of Health Services, was there
to serve mocktails in the lobby,
while students were given breathalyzer tests to prove they had
not been drinking.
Whitney Burbank, a freshma_n, lives on the 4th floor,
which was one of the floors that
won a dinner for scoring 100
percent on the breathalyzer test.
She said she thought the challenge was a good idea.
"It was something different
and really a lot of fun," said
Burbank.
The night was the success
organizers hoped it would be,
proving that you don't need
alcohol to meet new people and
to have a good time.

We survived Spring Break '88
' H ~ G~t was j~st
another Party Animal.

Applica tions Will Be Accepte d Beginnin g

10:00 am JANU A-RY 31, 1989
All Eligible Juniors and Seniors
are encoura ged to apply at the office
60 Straffor d Avenue
·
Durham NH
Call 862-17 79 for more information.

CANCUN
READY FOR YOU IN '89!

Proud Host of the 1989 Ms. UNIVERSE PAGEANT
COMPLETE 1 WEEK VA CATIONS

from$399!
RT Air, 7 Nites Hotel, Fun, Parties & Extras.'
Acapulco & Bahamas available from some Cities.
Call your School rep today for tour info!

Paula ~603) 862-4228
Debra 603) 868-3445
Lara ( 03) 862-4508

RES UME S
9305

Electron ically Typed

~j-~

$18.50 INCLUDES:
•TYPING
•SELECTION OF PAPER
•ENVELOPES

•25·. COPIES
• 25· ENVELOPES
•25 EXTRA SHEETS OF PAPER

Changes made easily with One Year Memory Storage

DUR HAM COP Y
Jenkins Court, Durham, NH

Open MONDAY-FRIDAY
8:30-5:30
868-7031

1-800-

1234

DUTINlmON MY10NN CorMntion ind
Visitor's Bureau of the World's Most Famous Be.ch,
>00r off1Cial hotline to the Daytona Beach Resort Area.
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Editorial
Thinkin' 'bout the weathe r
True to New England fashion, the
weather this winter has had its fickle
moments. There have been single-digit
days and there have been warm days. For
the first time, though, the warm days are
winning.
Remember the winters of old? The biting
wind numbing your head as you trod to
class? Or the lengthy slabs of ice covering
campus walkways, making a short stroll
more like scaling a glacier? And where are
the people on crutches, anyway?
Instead, those bitter winters seem to be
melting into mere memories as our environmental clock ticks away.
All you have to do is walk outside and
the mild air hits you. With all the sand and
gravel on the streets, Durham looks more

like a beach resort rather than a stanchly
New England town. It is an appropriate,
though unintentional, compliment to these
summer-like conditions.
Sure, that's an exaggeration. But the facts
clearly head in a southern direction. Looking
around, you see students daring the elements
with only shorts on; couches adorning the
front lawns of fraternities again; outdoor
activities other than skating or skiing being
partaken; and thermometers hitting unsuspected highs.
There is more to it than just physically
adjusting to the warm weather. These fluke
conditions are also playing a cruel trick
on the subconscious, triggering a premature
spring fever. Images of island delights-Cancun, Daytona, BerII?uda--play teasingly ·

through our ·minds. Students walk sprightly
to class, overflowing with unexpected
energy. No one is clouded by the dreariness
that usually smoothers us during these
winter months.
The unseasonable warmth, which many
of us have been basking in, is, of course,
greater evidence that the "greenhouse
effect" is well underway--and these toasty
times are here to stay.
And while the 'spring bug' infects us,
the lack of snow has become a painful
reminder of ecologically troubled times.
Melancholy flashbacks of white-outs help
supress any instinctal pleasure from these
sunny days; especially for those of us who
grew up on snow storms and slopes.

·s
Hunting

Vietnam

To the Editor:
I grant Jake Sprankle the ability
to write an effective viewpoint on
hunting and would just like to vent
some frustration and concern with
a personal response. One of the
arguments for hunting has been
population management and Jake
hit a key note and I quote, "No, we
do not need to hunt. Mother Nature
is very effective in taking care of
herself, but she is also very cruel.
An animal's habitat can only and
will only support a set number of
animals. Any more will die. This
is basic knowledge of wildlife
management, and our #1 management tool for managing wildlife
is hunting." Beautiful s~acement,
but the last half of the last sentence
makes no sense with the rest of the
statement. You already pointed out
chat Mother Nature is the #1
management tool and I believe she
should remain so.
To quickly respond to the other
arguments I will say this: Killing
is another argument in itself but
the examples of passive hunting
(turkeys, chickens, cows, calves,
etc. .. ) you accurately point out are
good points but realize that those
animals are genetically bred for
survival (not to say this is good)
whereas, wildlife are natural and
deserve to be treated as such. Also,
there is a contradiction in your reply
to Elan Toontje Biscornet's article.
The hunter is the one acting more
"God-like" in that he chooses what
lives and dies.
Referring to the Game of Life
you mention, life is hardly a game
or sport but, if viewed this way, you
cheat. We are all involved in a
natural cycle and it is my opinion
that the gun or bow does not fall
into a natural category. I would be
more respectful in these regards
if you chose only natural elements
to capture your prey as all other
"players" have to.
I respect your individual rights,
Jake, and am glad you pointed out
concerns for diminishing water
supplies, pesticides, and herbicides,
etc., all issues which have to be
addressed. I just want nature
thought about in a more conscious
way in that we should have more
respect for nature for nature's sake.
Ken Kinder
Biology major

To the Editor
I am a regular reader of your
paper. I'm surprised there was no
reaction to the Vietnam letter here
a while back written by Buechsenschuetz and Bolesh.
The two students I assume, are
almost right but not entirely. And
youth is in danger of being drawn
willingly into future Vietnams if
bright students in colleges don't
get it right about heroes. In war
there are heroes and cowards. It
was so in Hitler's war. It was so in
President Kennedy's Vietnam. The
German parents loved millions of
their sons that died and knew they
were brave and heroic. So with
American parents and the fifty
thousand sons they lost in Vietnam.
And, so with all the parents of those
in Vietnam or Europe. Ir is immaterial, this heroism. Remember, they
all die thinking they fight for the
best of reasons. They are told that.
Those that resist a Hitler war
or a Vietnam do not take the easy,
even exciting path to the training
camps. It is easier to enlist or answer
the draft than to go into hiding.
So the war resisters under Hitler
or Kennedy had to be courageous
too. Try it sometime and you'll see.
So, it comes down to this, they are
all heroes at times, terrified at times,
and whatever the case, there is
usually a parent or two who dearly
loves the brutal, murderous Nazi
soldier or the equally so American
military man. Both Germans and
Americans are, nonetheless, not
too proud today of the wars they
lost. Both Germans and Americans
today are opposed to future aggressive military actions. The writing
of the students above should not
let their "red-blooded patriotism"
blind them to the mistakes of the
past lest they be misled by future
politicians into dying in military
;
mistakes of the future.
Sincerely,
Karl F. Grunert

Homeless
To the Editor:
I know on every campus there
are idealist--young people who have
yet to be battered enough by realist-and they do the impossible.
I am looking for such a group to

help end Hunger and Homelessness.
If such a group were to sponser
myself as a speaker--other than
expenses and a meal--(my speech)
would go toward re-opening the
24 hour shelter for the Homeless.
Providing refuge from the cold for
people in a homeless crisis now,
and prevention in the future.
Since 1982, I worked to open a
shelter, co combat Homeless. In
Sept 1986, it _opened, served 400
persons, closed Sept 1986. I was
the coordinator of that.
Been Homeless myself, and am
working on a paper for a journal
on rural homelessness.
People who stay awake when I
speak, say I do a good job. Was going
to say never heard myself--but was
taped at Atlanta, GA. The National
Women's Studies Group's conference two years ago--but still cannot
give you an objective opinion of
the job I do. Would like to inform,
and share with you abo4t the
homeless. Perhaps you can inspire
a group on campus to sponser me-So we can find out how I do.
One hard-working idealist can
help the homeless a lot. Let's do
the impossible.
Sincerely,
Jan Lightfoot
P.O. Box 62
Hickley, ME 04944

Blood
To the Editor:
"Looking uron the dedication
and concern o many, many UNH
students giving of themselves and
having fun at the same time gave
me a wonderful feeling! It was
beautiful to watch, and I was proud
to have been a part of it" said a
student volunteer working at our
canteen during the Christmas blood
drive.
Please forgive this belated thank
you since The New Hampshiredid
not publish after this past drive,
but I had to write you because the
students' comment is what a UNH
blood drive is all about.
I am so very proud to work and
share with UNH donors. I am again
happy that we have such good
friends. Every segment of the
campus helped in some way or
another. We congratulate Residential Life, Armv and Air Force ~rps,

Commuters, Student Nurse Association, the National Engineering
Honor Society, the Forestry Honor
Society and the Student Senate.
Leaders in numbers of donors and
volunteers were Williamson Hall,
Tau Kappa Theta Fraternity, Delta
Chi (who came in second in
numbers), while Lambda Chi, Sigma
Nu, Acacia and Phi Kappa Theta
are now traditional in support.
Among the sororities Alpha Phi
was first, followed by Alpha Xi
Delta.
To these and the student" press
and radio, the faculty, staff, Service
Department and alumni we wish
a wonderful 1989 and look forward
to our Valentine Drive when we
will have "A UNH Love Affair."
Sincerely,
Jarry Stearns
Blood Chairman
Durham Red Cross

Flyers
To the Editor:
I'm selling spring break trips to
Panama city and Daytona Florida.
Everyday I find my posters torn
down from the dining halls and
dorms. All I have to say is PLAY
FAIR. I don't rip my competitors
posters down and I don't expect my
posters to be torn down either.
I have spent a lot of time and
money to inform the student body
of these trips. It's time consuming
to hang posters, and becomes
irritating when one must keep
replacing them. I can't stop you,
but please GROW UP!!!
Joni Kerns
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University -F~rum
Pizza ·review
By Dan Leone

Dem ocra cy wins out
By Chris Pollet
January 1981, I was 14 years old. I was just old
enough to begin to understand politics or actually
care about chem. I still loved playing football in
the fall or baseball in the summer but my mind
was ready to start paying attention to the world
outside the football field or baseball diamond.
I remember staying up late on election night in
November and applauding when states voted for
soon to be President Reagan. 1 thought anything
would be better than four more years of Jimmy
Carter. When I thought of President Carter, I
pictured the hostages in Iran, or I heard my father
complain about inflation, or, and maybe the most,
I heard President Carter's southern drawl which
alienated me from him. At 14, I was ready for a
change.
Well, President Reagan did bring change, much
to my approval. After a couple of years he brought
economic change. He brought military strength.
Every time I tuned on the news, which I finally
began paying attention to, I saw his face and heard
news which was promising, "Inflation continues
to drop", "The Evil Empire was once again afraid
of the U niced States" and best of all "The United
States was once again a world power second to none."
I was so proud to be an American. With his second
election, I was heartened to hear chat economic
prosperity would continue as would military
strength. By this time, I was eighteen and a college
student. I was ready to learn more and more. College
represented a new world for me as it does so many
eighteen year olds. I did learn so much more than
I had ever before.
Bue the new knowledge I attained W?-S a little
frightening to me. I began to get a taste of the reality
behind the headlines and the smiling face of
President Reagan. I saw the people who were on

the down side of economic prosperity, the farmers,
minorities, and people in education. I learned the
"freedom fighters" in Nicaragua were anything
but. I understood that a budget deficit was not
something to take lightly. I also realized that America
wasn't number one but actually one of many who
were forced co work together.
I wasn't the confident fourteen year old anymore,
sure of everything he believed in. I wondered why
the great communicating President who cared about
people neglected to tell me about these realities.
The so-called "doom-saying" Democrats might
actually have some valid points. I began studying
about the ideals of democracy and I agreed with
them. I quickly realized those realities around me
weren't as it was supposed to be in the United States.
My convictions as a fourteen, fifteen, sixteen and
seventeen year old were now invalid and I wanted
to see the US stand for. those things it was
supposed to.
So, as a newly confident twenty-two year old,
eight years older and wiser than that confident
fourteen year old, I am sure I want to see the world
outside and even inside the football field and baseball
diamond be as it should be or at least as close as
it can get. It is the place of the United States to
lead but lead by example, a moral and just example.
Make ~he country be a vision of perfection or near
perfection by helping its own and letting other
countries do the same. I want to see economic
prosperity help everyone, not just headliners.
President Bush you have four years, a long and hard
four y.ears, to make the US that much better and
make the reality just what we see on the news and
hear in your voice.

I'm not a student anymore--I'm just a guy--but
I went and ate pizza anyway at the TGIF EveryFriday Pizza Lunch. Because that's what I like to
do: Eat.
It was Friday.
I found the Non-Traditiona l Student Center, then
I found a parking space, then I couldn't find the
Non-Traditiona l Student Center anymore, but then
I found it . And the next thing I knew it was one
of life's classic situations: there were people and
there were boxes of pizza.
I was one of the people, and all of the other people
were nice, like me . We were sitting around in a
kind of living room set-up. It was really nice.
The pizza was bad, but that doesn't matter. What
matters is that there was plenty of it and I got it
for free, 'cause I'm writing this article.
Other people have to pay a dollar, I think, but
that doesn't matter either, because what good is
a dollar anyway these days? If you've got one, you
may as well put it to work for you. No sense lining
your grave with gold, if you know what I mean.
Some people do that. It's crazy. They should be
eating meals, or going to rock ·concerts.
The people who do this pizza thing are my new
EXISTENTIAL HEROES, because I asked them
and they said they've tried c.: · the pizza places iri
Durham. The Pizza-in-Questi on was from the Tin
Palace, and it tasted kind of like playing soccer all
day and then going bowling. That night you sleep
with your cloches on.
But it was BIG pizza--that's what counts. One
slice of this pizza was like eating a whole pizza,
.
or a meal. I could only eat three of them.
And besides, all the pizza in Durham tastes like
sports--I've had it all--so what can you do?
Well, you can't stop eating pizza. You have to
eat pizza, and that's why these people are heroes.
Because they keep eating pizza in the face of
adversity. They keep eating. pizza in a town with
more Bad Pizza per capita, according to government
statistics, than any city in the country.
They keep trying all the different places.
And you know what?--One of these Fridays
someone in Durham is going to accidentally make
a good pizza, and the Non-Tradition al Student
Center is going to be there.
I hope I'm there that week, too.

Dan Leone is a columnist for Portsmouth magazine.

Chris Pollet is a graduate student in Education.
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It's a Jungle oµt There ...

DARE 10 EE Wfll) !

I Pf'O) Programming Fund Organization
Memorial Union Bulldlng

University of New Hampshire

Durham, NH 03824

PFO ASSISTANT BUSINESS
MANAGER NEEDED

APPLY TODAY !!!
Gain experience with budgeting, advertising
program planning and advising.

JOIN

THE JUNE TRAN SFER
ORIEN TATIO N TEAM
Pick up your application in room 136, the MUB
at the Commuter/T ransfer center
and sign up for an interview

APPLI CATIO N DEAD L.INE:
]ANUA RY27

EARN SOME EXTRA CASH!!!
Prepare to take over as Business Manager
in May, 1989 for a full year!

See Monica in Room 124, MUB -

DEADL INE.·
Monday , January 30, 1989
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Arts & Entertainment
Wha t's in Gandhi's Lunc hbox
y Pano Brooks
Last friday evening the Mub
ub had two lively bands play
for a small crowd of srudents.
ig Rain, a trio of rockers,
pened for Ghandi's Lunchbox.
They played mostly fresh metal
with a hint of country to the
enthusiastic crowd. Pete Lewis
used a spark ·plug socket from
a socket wrench, to play the slide
on his guitar for the "country
song". Wayne Hutchinson
played drums flawlessly, while
bass guitarist and lead singer
Rod Picott gave a great performance.
Hutchinson and Picott have
played together for the past ten
years, and they formed Big Rain
when Lewis joined the band two
years ago. During their last
song, Hutchinson broke the
cover on his snare drum. He
continued to play to the delight
of the audience. "We like to get
a good stomp on the drums, and
texture it with the guitars," said
Picott after the show.
Gandhi's Lunchbox is a Ports-

mouth band that plays
psychede lie-punk-rocka billy
music with a message for their
audience: "Have Some Fun
Tonight." They did a Little
Richard tune, "Long Tall Sally,"
for their last song. They played
two humorous originals, "Cat
on a red hot Hibachi" and
"Living in the 80's". These
songs carried messages about
life, Oliver North, and Barbara
Bush.
The band has three U niversity of New Hampshire graduates. Scott Wilcox plays bass
and does back up vocals. Larry
"The Wizard" Thomas plays
drums. Robert Ford plays quitar
and sings.
Torn Colletta is the lead
singer of the group. He did a
mean version of Mojo Nixon's
"Elvis is Everywhere." The only
difference from Nixon's version
is that Michael J. Fox was
replaced by Vice President Dan
Quayle as the evil anti-Elvis.
Chris Fortier, the youngest
member, played guitar and sang:

Gandhi's Lunchbox played
until 11 :45, with enthusiastic
energy. The psychedelic song
"LSD" seemed to be a real crowd
pleaser. The Campus Crusade
for Christ was holding a prayer
meeting in one of the other
MubPub meeting rooms, and •
they were disturbed by the loud
sound check. After their meeting, members of the prayer
meeting were dancing on the
balcony and enjoying themselves. "We were playing Pictionary, tapping our feet, and
listening to them," said one
member.
The crowd was a mix of
people, there were punkers, and
others listening to the music.
Ghandi' s Lunchbox plays music
that can not easily be categorized. They give their sound
technicians a hard time, because
there are four of them that sing.
The people enjoyed the music,
but there were few dancers. "I
need a few beers in me to dance.
I guess I'm just funny that way,''
said one audience member.

i

Gandhi's Lunchboxplayed the MubPub this weekend

Suc cess for Livin g Colour

Roman Paska's rod puppets tell stories of lovl!.

Upc omi ng

• • •

The Pontine Movement Theatre will present
Roman Paska's "Uccelli, The Drugs of Love ... "
on February 4th at 8:00 pm at the Masonic Temple
in Portsmouth. Paska performs with rod puppets
and an assortment of props, telling stories of love
and human consiousness. Tickets are available at
Federal Cigar, 9 Congress Street in Portsmouth,
or by calling Pontine' s office at 436-6660. $12 per
person, MC/VISA accepted.
The University Art Galleries will begin an exhibit
featuring the works of three UNH artists today.
The art of associate professors Carol Aronson and
Maryse Searls McConnell, as well as that of assistant
professor Grant Drumheller, can be viewed during
regular gallery hours through March 5th. The hours
are: Monday - Wednesday, 10 am - 4 pm; Thursday,
10 am - 8 pm; and Saturday and Sunday, 1 - 5 pm.
The galleries are closed Fridays and university
holidays.
The Portsmouth Academy of Performing Arts will
present HAROLD AND MAUDE at the Bow Street
Theater, 125 Bow Street in Porfsmouth from
February 16 through March 5. Tickets may be
purchased for $10 ($12 for Saturdays) by calling
603-433-4472. Free senior citizen preview Wednesday, February 15 at 8:00 pm.

Living Colour 9 Lansdowne, Landlord)," impassioning a plea
to fight for neighborhood comBoston Saturday, January 21
munity and values.
By Arthur Lizie
The rhythm section is one of
Concary to popular belief,
Vernon Reid is not the only the tightest in the business.
reason for the success of Living Drummer Calhoun, a Berklee
Colour. The band is not one School of Music graduate, experman, but a union of four talented iments in forms from rock to
musicians, guitarist Reid, singer jazz while bassist Skillings
Corey Glover, bassist Muzz weaves dulcet tones cradling
Skillings, and drummer Will . Reid's sonic roar. Both display
Calhoun. Currently tearing up their skills amply within the
the charts with their debut band context, content to play
album Vivid and its break- competent support. Smooth
through single "Cult of Person- operators, and a pleasure to see
ality," the four members of live.
After the show Glover and
Living Colour blazed through
Boston's 9 Lansdowne Club Reid each took a few moments
Saturday night with an hour of to talk about Living Colour:
The New Hampshire: Were
dynamic hard rock.
The above statement is not you frustrated or surprised at
meant to downgrade Reid's the amount of time it took for
place in the band. Aside from Vivid to reach the general
being the band's spiritual leader, public?
he happens co be one of the most Corey Glover: No, as a matter
versatile guitarists on the rock of fact we're surprised that it's
scene coday. He's equally adept doing what it's doing now.
either on stage or on record We're not really surprised. We
generating the sonic Jimmy knew it was a good record but
Page-ish crunch of "Cult of we didn't think it would be
· Personality," the punkish spurts accepted so quickly. It's been
of "Which Way To America," like seven months, but it's still
or the gentle tones of Tracy relatively quickly.
Chapman's "Talkin' About A TNH: How did you meet up
Revolution." He's not saying with MickJagger (who produced
anything new with his guitar, two of the tracks on Vivid)?
but what he's saying he's saying CG: A mutual friend of our was
working with Jagger. He talked
well.
Reid's message behind his · to him about this great band
music is saying something new, Living Colour and it's got this
or at least charting a new tack great guitar player and why
at an old problem. Reid is a don't you come down and check
founding member of the Black them out. And he Gagger) was
Rock Coalition. The BRC is auditioning guitar players for
dedicated to combating racial his record Primitive Cool so
stereotypes in the music bus- · Vernon and I went down to his
iness while launching the ca- mdition, I went down there just
reers of undiscovered, cutting- to give him moral support, and
edge African-Americ an talent. 1fter the audition, it didn't go
Living Colour are at the fore- that well, he was saying, 'Td
front of chis intended move- like to come down and check you
guys out." And we're like, right,
ment.
At the forefront of the band's you're gonna come down and
live act is singer Glover. Glover, check us out, Jagger. The next
who appeared in Oliver Scone's week he did come down. He
Platoon, is able to convey his came down to CBGB's in New
feelings through both his York City with Jeff Beck and
smooth, yet robust, voice and checked us out. He liked us. He
evocative dancing. He was at was going away the next day to
his most effective Saturday finish his record and he said,
during "Open Letter (To A. "When I come back I want to

find out what's gonna happen
with your stuff." So Vernon did
finally get a chance to work on
Jagger's record. And he came
back and found out that we
hadn't gotten a deal so he
suggested why didn't he produce
two songs and see what happens
and we did.
TNH: Where did the name
Living Colour come from?
CG: Vernon picked out the
name. In the lace to middle
sixties television was converting
to color from black and white.
NBC would say, "This program
you are about to watch is in
living color" and the peacock
would come on. It stuck in his
head. It's basically about television, about watching television. It's the time of the televison generation.
TNH: Do you see any disparity
between songs such as "Cult of
Personality" and "Which Way
To America" and the fact that
your greatest exposure has been
on MTV? These songs seem a
criticism...
CG: You can't show the system
how the system is working
unless you become a part of it.
Only way that I can tell you that
something is wrong is to show
you by example, so for me to get
on MTV, or the band to get on
MTV talking about the ills of
televison or the ills of things
is the thing to do. We're not
preaching to anybody, we're just
letting you know that this is
what's going on. It's up to you
if you want to do anything about
it. We're not saying it's good
or bad or indifferent either.
"Cult of Personality" is not
about people being evil, completely evil or completely bad,
it's about both sides of the coin.
We're not down on MTV becasue MTV is a great thing; it
has the potential to become even
greater. Radio and televison
have the potential to be really
good things but only if you open
your minds and you have the
fortitude co do something about
Colour, page 18
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Gr ea t Pe rfo rm an ce s in Tourist

-

By Marc A. Mamigo nian
Althoug h Lawrence Kasdan' s
film The Accidental Tourist was
included in last Friday's long
and windin g movies -seenduring-b reak article (even the
title is too long), it deserve s
much more than the brief paragraph it received. It is a great
and extreme ly enjoyab le film.
Now, here's the rest of the story
(he said, quoting his persona l
idol, Paul Harvey).
The Acciden tal Tourist , in
case you were not aware of it,
is an adaptio n of Ann Tyler's
novel of the same name. I am
not, however, going to bore you
with a lot of pointles s commen ts
on how the film does or does
not adhere to the book, or which
is better; this is not a book
review and, besides, I haven't
read the book. The book is
simply not relevan t; The Accidental Tourist is a great film
on its own terms, and that is all
that matters.
The film tells the story of
Macon Leary (William Hurt),
his estrange d wife Sarah (Kathleen Turner) , and a strange
new presence in his life, Muriel
Pritchet (Geena Davis). There
is no need for more plot information, because the story itself
is not all that importa nt except
in how it allows, or forces, in
some cases, the widely diverse
characters to interact and relate
to one another. Hurt's character
Macon has lived his life in an
ordered , pre-plan ned fashion;
he writes travel books for people
like himself who hate to travel
and who want to 'feel that they

never have left home. He has
become even more withdr..iwn
since the death of his son, and
his wife Sarah can't take it
anymor e; she wants out. Into
Macon' s life comes Muriel, a
wacky dog trainer who dresses
like a thirteen year old call girl. _
She and her son change Macon
and open up his life, and eventually he is forced to choose
between the security of reuniting with his wife or changin g
the direction of his life.
The basic premise of the film
is that, no matter how one tries
to plan one's life, into each life
creeps the unexpec ted. Sometimes for better, sometim es not,
but the fact is that it cannot be
legislat ed out of our lives. In
Macon's case, he has always been
in a protective·coccoon of sores;
the death of his son merely
drove him deeper. But Sarah
fears becoming like Macon; she
says that she is becomi ng
"leery," and the pun is telling,
because she does not want to
become what she fears inost.
The greatnes s of the film lies
primari ly in the genius of the
lead perform ances, particula rly
Hurt' sand Davis'. Hurt achieves
what only a great perform ance
can; he allows, or forces, the
viewers to recognize similarities
between the character and themselves, that they too are
"leery/ leary." He projects so
much with subtle, almost invisible changes in facial expressions, often in tight, difficult ,
closeup s. It is about the best
· perform ance I've seen all year.
Geena Davis brings a goofy

charm to an already goofily
charmin g character. Her Muriel
is the unexpected that we cannot
avoid. Her presenc e, at first,
makes both Macon and viewers
feel ill at ease, as she pours out
personal details to him and tries
to pry the same ·out of Macon.
Who or what the hell is this
woman, we ask ourselve s, and
why is she so bizarre? But she
wears down Macon's and our
defenses, and when Macon has
to decide whether to go with his
wife or Sarah, we know what
the right decision is for him.
Also particula rly memora ble
are the scenes that take place
between Macon and his brothers
and sister (played by David
Ogden Stiers, Ed Begley Jr., and
Amy Wright) . They represen t
pare of the safety cushion that
Macon falls back on when he
feels his life is getting too "dose
up (Macon doesn't even go to
movies because they make life
seem too close up)." They have
their life so ordered that they
make Macon seem positive ly
footloos e and fancy free ( they
have their canned goods alphabeticall y arrange d). They are
hilarious ly, perverse ly normal,
just as Davis' Muriel is normal
in her wackiness.
The Acciden tal Tourist is a
film that I will not easily forget
(of course, the fact that I saw
it twice may contribu te to this).
The scads of Oscar nominat ions
that it will no doubt garner
should bring it to an even
greater audienc e. I hope so,
because it deserves it.

St ev e Miller
Steve Miller

Born 2B Blue
Capitol Records
By Tom Ireland
Of his new album, Steve
Miller says, "To me blendin g
jazz and pop is a natural progression, and to be able to share
it with such great musicians and
with you is a real pleasure ." I
say, "Anyone who can take 'ZipA-Dee-D o-Dah' and transfor m
it from a corny Disney song to
· a cool pop son, should be praised
as a talented and creative mu's ician as well as a magicia n."
Steve Miller has been hiding
somewh ere, holding this music
back for some mysterious reason
or other, and it's hard to understand why.
Born 2B Blue is Miller's
fourtee nth album, and comes
after many years of meager
success. It's been a long time
since his great succes's of the
seventi es and early eighties .
Let's see, Miller's last "big hit"
was, I believe, "Abraca dabra,"
and when did we hear that,
middle school? It's been a while.
Obviously, this album will not
become a huge success due to
its lack of commercial hits. This
is a shame because so much good
music is lost to the masses
because of commerciality. Steve
Miller's Born 2B Blue is impressive in its "natural progress ion;"
the blending of jazz, pop, blues
and soul into a mature, stylistic
and persona l setting.
After the initial shock of the
fact that "Zip-A- Dee-Do o-Dah"
can be good listening, the album
moves into "Ya Ya," a quirky,
funky '50's tune that shows off
Miller's guitar techniques. This
is followed bv :Billie Holidav 's
I

"God Bless die Child." Mille/ s
version is compar able to the
original recordin g and the version released by Ella Fitzgerald.
His vocal and guitar arrange ments give the song an updated
'80's style.
Other standou t tracks include
the jazz-fun k instrum ental
"Filthy McNast y," written by
Horace Silver. Miller's vocal call
and respons e with the saxaphone give a unique feel and add
to the hipness of the song. Also
include d on the album is Ray
Charles' excellent "Mary Ann."
Miller's cover is brillian t and
shows his great respect for the
composer of the song.
This album ranges from mellow vocal tunes such as Mel
Torme's "Born To Be Blue" and
the classic "Willow Weep For
Me," to the swingin g jazz of
"Red Top" and "Just A Little
Bit." But the songs hold a pop
flavoring that runs through the
album like a thick artery, pumping current pop, jazz and blues
into classic songs.
On the negative side, Miller's
choice of materia l could have
been chalked up a few 'notches.
Most are good selectio ns but
some get a bit boring, like
"When Sunny Gets Blue" and
"Born To Be Blue." Also the
album seems a bit calculated and
some of the background instrumentati on sounds like it's on
autopilo t. This states nothing
of the true standou ts on the
album which are Miller's vocals
and his solo guitar. Both are
persona l and intimate .
, For those of you looking for
'Jungle Love" and "The Joker,"
you won't find it here, but what
you will fiµd is some of the best
~usic Miffer has released.

Geena Davis plavs the slightly bizarre Muriel . Pritchet in
Accidental Tourist.
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(continu ed from page
it.Just like saying, "Yeah, there's trying to see what happen s.
a problem here, we'll fix it More of the same but different.
instead of being apatheti c about
TNH: Were you surprise d at the
it."
TNH: What would you like amount of time it took for Vivid
people to come away with after to reach the general public?
listening to your music or going Vernon Reid: Nope.
TNH: Why not?
to one of your shows?
CG: The sense that you had a VR: Because of the nature of
good time when you came to our the business, the way things are.
show, you had a chance to open There's such a crush of product,
your mind as well as tap your quote-u nquote product , and
feet. The fact that you come everybo dy's trying to just take
away moved enough to do some- whateve r's current and popular
or trying to cash in on what they
thing about your situation.
TNH: Have you had any prob- conside r to be the next, whalems with violenc e at your .tever, the new thing. Us being
a new band we had to suffer not
shows?
CG: There have been indiscrim- being put on playlist s. See,
inate fights and stuff like that. what's kind of good is that there
We frown upon that type of are many differen t venues to
stuff. Violent stuff has hap- break a record through . You
pened and we stop the show and could break it through on the
tell them to cool out and then street level, people just buying
we continue on. It pretty much it on retail and retail will force
works out but it hasn't gotten radio to happen ; video happened for us. Basicall y it inout of hand.
a
had
creased the public's awarene ss
ever
you
TNH: Have
problem at any of your shows, of us and that started the retail
with the audienc e or manage - picture. You know 'cause the
ment, wheQ you showed up and thing that was good about our
they didn't know beforeh and record even when it was selling
small amount s, it was selling
that you are black?
CG: No. I mean it's been really in small amount s all over the
·quiet. It's like we walk in with country which meant it was a
our equipme nt and they haven't national thing. It wasn't like the
heard the record yet and they east coast was into it and the
don't know who we are. "So west coast wasn't or the south
what kind of music do you play?" and not the north. Basically it
and we say, "You tell us, what was selling in dribs and drabs
kind of music do yqu think we all over, you know like fifty in
play?" Sometim es they run the west, a hundred here, or a
down the list of all the things thousand. So we had a national
that they think black music could picture and that kept the record
be like reggae, calypso , funk, compan y intereste d. When the
rap, whateve r and then the last video ("Cult of Persona lity")
thing, if anythin g, is rock and hit it just increased our awareroll or heavy rock. So there lies ness. All the people that knew
the band and liked it said, "Well,
the problem.
TNH: Do you have any plans see, that's the band I've been
telling you about." So it seemed
for the next album?
CG: W ~· re workin on it, we' re like a henome nal thin in a

way, the big jump, but it's
just ... You know a lot of bands
take a lot of time ... Guns 'N'
Roses, Duran Duran. INXS has
taken albums, so this is great,
this is magical to have our first
album. We were like, if it sells
150,000 , then it's great. Now
we're breaking into 400>000 and
people are really thinking it's
gonna go gold (500,00 0 units
sold.)
TNH: Is this what you wanted
as a kid, did you want to play
rock?
Well, I wanted to play rock,
1t s .. .I wanted to play music and
I didn't want to have limits on
the type of music I wanted· to
do. It's the way I relate to rock.
I relate to rock as an ignored
pare of Black America n culture,
now, in the current times, and
it's someth ing that has to be
salvage d. People are sore of
ignoran t about it and people
don't really want to know about
it and you know, it's pare of our,
everybody's heritage.
TNH: You' re quoted as saying,
"Rock and roll has been plaguing me all my life. I wouldn' t
play it if I didn't have to -- it's
too much hassle." Could you
elaborate? ·
CG: Because really what I
wanted to do, when I started out
trying to do it, it was like no one,
no success I could point to. Even
someone like Prince or Michael
Jackson, Michael Jackson 's had
a career in the business for years
and years and Prince, you know,
he's just one isolated incident .
I looked at it like this is something I had to do or else it's a
drag. It's a drag to have to
explain it, sometim es even to
talk to someon e about it. Explain, explain, e~plain. But I do
it 'cause, you know, I get off on
it. That's about it.

Y:R:
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New Hampshire Outing Club

UniversityofNewHampshire- Durham,N.H.03824

Spring Break '89 March 10-17

New Hampshire Outing
Club's 75th Year!

$559

NEW SPACES JUST
OPENED
Reserve your space now!

Come See Us!
Every Mon/Tues 9-4 Ski Office, Room 110
MUB
Wed/Thurs 11-1 Table Hours MUB Balcony
or call 86i 1013

Spring '89 _Opening Meeting

..•

:• DA TE: tonight!
.•: TIME: 7 pm
:• WHERE: Senate-Merrimack Room in the MUB •
•
••
•••
•
-- Spring Trip sign ups (bring deposit •••

$$)
--Exciting outdoor acti,vity slide show
--Membership sign-ups
--Meet lots of exciting people!!!!

PRICE INCLUDES:
7 Nights Waterfront at the Cable Beach Inn
Round Trip Air

11111.J ~

U ~-

.

.J'-'1

I

~

Welcome Party
Beach Parties

Sunset Party Cruise
andmore ...

ski club presents *
1

UAtiAMM

•

••

Come see what were all about

And Join The Fun!

••
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••
i •••• ~ •••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••

.

TICKETS WILL GO
ON·SALE THIS
THURSDAY, JAN. 26
10:00 am.
STUQENTS$5
NON-STUDENTS $9
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UNH SKI CLUB ~
~
•

~~R Utl
Saturday, Feb. 28

Mini
Courses
Spring 1989

<

~

t,, AL .L e.'I
12" New Snow Last Week
The Best Skiing in New Hampshire

Come Join Usl
includes skiing and transporta tion

For More Info:

,art. v o/J
,be 9 ~ak

Mon/Tue s 9-4
RM. 110 MUB
Wed/Thu rs 11-1
MubBalc ony
or call ,

862-1 013

•Soft Aerobics
· •Beginning Ballroom Dancing
•Intermediate Ballroom Dancing• Blues Harmonica
•Introduction to Conversational French
•Introduction to Conversational Spanish
•Massage • Self Defense - • Guitar
• Sign Language I • Sign Language II
•Calligraphy •Yoga • Introductory Drawing
. Registra tion
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
January 24, 25 & 26
9 am-12 noon & 1-4 pm
Student Activities Programming ·Office
Room 126, Memorial . Union Building (MUB)
Fee due at registration
For more information call 862-1001

go1H WEEKEN7)S tNClLfDE=
Feb. 3-5
/$121

Vermont's Best Kept Secret
/Since Ben & Jerry's

Round Trip Bus Transportation
2 Nights Lodging with Meals
2 Days Skiing -

s;

<"

Feb. 17-19
$139 "

It"

You've Heard About,JJ,
See if Yon Can Survive

COME SEE US:
Mon/Tues 9-4 in the Ski Office, Rm. 110 MUB
. Wed/Thurs 11-1 Table Hours, Mub Balcony, Upstairs
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University Co mi cs
Super guy

by Kurt Krebs .

rNSll>E AT RE6I STRATJON
WITH NIK

-

FINN.LY Nil Pl£{€ REAlHl5 THC ENO
OiA'V SIR.

TlfAl "S THJ£f

AL 1£,.H~TES 1'HO
ON£ pi10R1T'f

ADI> CARO.
THAT COMES TO

..........,._..., I 6. '137. as.

UAVE A HUE
.,.____,... DAY '1111'
- - . . -.... COME A6AJN.

HELLO, OE6e,IE?
11-115 IS RATLIFF. ..•

I WA$ IN YOUR
CHtMISTRY CU\SS LAST

.. . RATL\FF McNUBB...
I THOUGl-ff M.'¥1BE 'tOU
AND I COULD ... ,
... McNUBe,.....

S£Mt.5rtR. LJE Wt.R[
LAe, ~RTNER5...

Calvin and Hobbes

RUMBLE

.....- ---.-- ----

RUMBl.i

by Bill Watte rson
\n\t R l'MG~i
CE.NB), OR
~

M£0NE0 ~£

0-KC>f TUN~

It-\ 1"15 "'
I

(

oO

0

'

r<)

~19118 UnlvoBal "'"9 Syndicate

UNH ID

Live Band
7-9:30

- - 18 and over
welcome every
night ·

DJ Dancin g
9:30-1.-30

Playing the HOTT EST
dance music in the area
For more info.,

DJ Dancin g
8_:30-2:00

ACID
HOUS E
MUSIC

call: 742-0042
9:00-1 :00
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters
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Death in Heaven - A Companion
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by Jeff Harris
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE
987 Plymouth Horizon . 33 ,000 miles . 5
speed. 5d/dps. Am/FM stereo. Runs great.
7170 warranty. $4600.00 or best offer. Call
659-3126. Ask for Mike or leave mesf-c>ge
1

For sale - Beige shag rug. 12 X 14 with pad .
Also Cabinet console bar - call 868- 7366
after 5 p.m.
Books for sale: Fren 501 , LMT 455, Phys
406. Call Denise 356-7604.

fflj)VIMB)
Pers·onal care attendent needed for dis abled person on weekends. Pay is $6 .25
per hour. Accessable to students on
campus. Job consists of: personal grooming, house cleaning, and meal preparation.
For more info call 868 - 1986 and leave
message.
For a great summer job in June ... apply for
the Freshman Orientation staff .
Applications in Dean of Students Office
and at MUB Info desk. Deadline February

8.
Portsmouth Public Library. Library Monitor.
Monitor library second floor to assure that
library users are conducting themselves
in an appropriate manner, as determined
by library's rules. Monitor expected to walk
around second floor during evening. When
no one requiring attention, monitor may
do studying. Must deal effectively with
people, so atmosphere conducive to
studying is maintained. Cooperative, polite,
firm manner required. $4 .50 per hour.
Monday-Thursday, 6-9 P.M. Contact:
Susan Mccann at 431 -2000 extension 252.
Portsmouth Public Library. Library Assistant . General library work . May include
·typing, filing, computer data entry , bar
coding books, shelving books, inventory,
other library work as needed_. Acc_uracy
and attention to detail very important. Abi lity
to type preferred . Must use judgement
referring problems to superv.isor. $6 .00
per hour. 10-20 hours per week Contact:
Susan McCann 431 -2000, extension 252.
Office workers needed: Four UNH College
Work Study positions available at the Social
Security office in Portsmouth, NH . Pays
$6 .00 per hour. Applicants must be approved for College Work Study by UNH .
Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White.
National marketing firm seeks ambitious,
mature student to manage on-campus
promotions for top national companies this
scnool year. Flexible hours with earnin9s
potential to $2 ,500 . Call Lisanne or Rebecca al 1-800-592-2121.
-- - -·- - - -- - - - - -

HOU51NG

If you have had a blood transfusion between
1975 and 1985 , you might be at risk for
AIDS . For free an d anonymous AIDS
antibody counseling and for testing call
the office of 1-:lealth Education and Pro motion, Health Services Center, UNH. 862 3823.
If you have used I.V. drugs and shared
needles since 1978, you might be at risk
for AIDS . For free, anonymous and non judgemental AIDS antibody counseling
and I or testing call the office of Health
Education and Promotion, Health Services
Center, UNH . 862-3823.
Alcoholism has been called " the most
serious drug problem": due to ttie cost to
society, physical damage to the body 's
organs, and the large number of fatalities
and victims resulting from accidents or
withdrawal symptoms . Call 862-3823 .
Health Services for more info.
"Drink provokes the desire , but it takes
away the performance ," Shakespeare .
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to
sexual stimulation, but reduces physical
abilities and can lead to irresponsible
decisions making. Call Health Services
862-3823 for more info.
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
on self, others or property. For some people
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself.
Drinking and driving is a serious problem .
More than 22,500 traffic deaths each year
involve a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every
day . More people :1:::\ve been killed in
alcohol -related acc;.:ients in this country
than have died in our foreign wars.
Everybody has a favorite cure for a
hangover, but they all have one thing in
common - they don't work. What does work
is preventative medicine. If you control
your consumption , you won't get a hangover.
Spring Break! Naussau/Paradise Island
from $299.00. Package includes: Roundtrip
air, transfers, 7 nights hotel, beach parties,
free lunch , cruise, free admission to
nightclubs , taxes and more!!! Cancun
packages also available!! Organize small
group, earn free tripl 1 -800-231 -0113 or
(203) 967-3330.
Wake N' Bake in beautiful Negril,Jamaica
for spring break '891 Very affordable
packages organize group travel free. Call
1-800-426-7710.
NHOC OPENING MEETINGI TONIGHT!
7-9 pm in the Senate-Merrimack room
(MUB). Trip sign-ups! Bring deposit $$
Want to help put on a student talent show
and a TELEVISED variety show featuring
professional talent while helping NH's
homeless? The Student Coalition for the
Homeless opening meeting Wednesday
at 7:00 pm, Room 12 Hamilton-Smith.

Lee : private bedrooms with shared spa cious living room, dining area, and bathroom . Free washer and dryer. $55 .00- 85.00 with $160.00 deposit.Call 664 -2029.

NHOC OPENING MEETING!' Tonight 79 pm in the Senate-Merrimack room (MUB).

NEEDED: Female , non -smoker to share
room. New condo in Dover. miles from
campus. $300 per month. Include<> utilities.
Call Jenn at 749-4031 .

Let's spend some time at the MUSO movie
this week . No matter what language it's
in it sounds like gibberish and we'll lose
four pounds of water because of the heat.
Gee.

e

Female roomates needed - Coops Apt. S9 Durham, single bedroom furnished,
double availabe. Also, Fireplace, sundeck,
parking, $260.00 per month. Heat included.
Call now! 868-6062.
Two spots available now in new condo 3
miles from campus . January's rent has
been PAID . Private bath, dishwasher.
Preference: female , non -smoking upperclassmen. Call anytime. 749-1876 and ask
for Elizabeth.
Durham : Room in house available. Live
with 6 other students. $235 rent per month.
Ideal location . Share kitchen and living
area with_fireplace. 868-n612. ----··--

PEIWNAL5
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of ::1icohoi have a negati11e empact
on self, others or property. For some people,
this may :.ie the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself. More info call Health Services
at 862-3823
NHOC BAHAMAS PEOPLE: Organizational
(and mandatory) meeting. Wed . Jan 25 at
7 pm in the NHOC office - Rm 129 MUB.

NHOC OPENING MEETING] tonight 7-9
pm in the Senate-Merrimack room (MUB)
Trip sign -ups! Bring deposit$$.
January 25 is Wendy Hammond's birthday.
Practice your burps.

,
NHOC BAHAMAS PEOPLE: Organizational
(and mandatory) meeting. Wed. Jan 25 at
7 pm in the NHOC office - Rm 129 MUB.
Talented? Well now you can win Big CASH
PRIZES for your Talent! Come to the
Student Coalition for the Homeless meeting
Wednesday at 7:00 pm in room 125
Hamilton Smith. Or call Nancy at 862-4250
to find out about the 2nd annual Student
Talent Show!
If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
male, you amy be at risk for AIDS. For free,
anonymous and non-judgemental AIDS
antibody counseling and/or testing, call
\he office of health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH, 8623823
The leading cause of death for 18-24 year
olds is drunk driving. We are the only age
group with an increasing death . Don't let
yourself or your friends become part of
the statistics. Call Health Services 8623823 for more info.

NHOC OPENING MEETING! Tonight! 79 pm in the Senate-Merrimack room (MUBJ.
Trip sign-ups! Bring deposit $$.
Drummers! Would you like to pass on your
talent to an aspiring student! Will pay for
drum lessons -Please call Donna at 6598230.
SPRING BREAKI GREAT PRICE!! PARTY
IN FLORIDA, PANAMA/DATONAI! Call :
Joni 868-1637
NHOC OPENING MEETINGI Tonightl 79 pm in the Senate-Merrimack roan (MUB).
Trip sign -ups! Bring deposit$$
MAX CREEK is bringing their original sound
to the UNH Campus. Feb. 10 at 8pm - get
Tix at the MUB ticket office.
Would you like to feel great and look good?
Start the year off great. Try Herbalife. Gain,
maintain or lose weight. 679-5231

If you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS.
For free, anonymous and non-judgemental
antibody testing and/or counseling call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH 8623823

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥)
~¥¥¥¥-¥¥¥¥1f

5ERV1CE5
Professional Word Processing for all your
documents , reports, etc. Experienced,
efficient, reasonable rates, quick-return.
Janet Boyle, 659-3578.
Typing/word processing - professional
quality , guaranteed results, spelling accuracy included. Call Dover 742-2037.

-------------------------~
!
KINKO'S

I
·I

I
I

·

The Birthday Girl in E-3 -- Happy xx
Birthday!! Don't worry , I won't tell how OLD
you are!! Hope you enjoy your birthday
present!! The Man who cut the lobsters.

NHOC OPENING MEETING! Tonight! 79 pm in the Senate-Merrimack room (MUB).
Trip sign-ups! BRing deposit$$.

RESUME TYPESETTING
WITH THIS COUPON

Sean Ennis - Today is my roommate 's
birthday - Make sure it's a happy one!
Dave Aiken - You're on my list.

KINK0 S COPY CENTER
1

NHOC OPENING MEETING! Tonight! 79 pm in the Senate-Merrimack room (MUB).
Trip sign-ups' Bring Deposit$$
HEY - "TAKE THE NEXT STEP" Become
an RA for Next Year!! See your Residence
Hall Director for Applications!
NHOC BAHAMAS PEOPLE: Organizational
(and mandatory) meeting. Wed. Jan 25 at
7 pm in the NHOC office - Rm 129 MUB.
NHOC OPENING MEETING! Tonight! 79 pm in the SENATE-MERRIMACK room
(MUB). Trip sign -ups! Bring deposit $$.
Become an " RA" for next year. Take the
next step ... Applications can be picked up
in all Area Offices!
NHOC OPENING MEETING! Tonight! 79 pm in the Senate-Merrimack room (MUB).
Trip sign-upsl Bring deposit$$.
If you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS.
For -free, anonymous and non-judgemental
antibody testing and/ or counseling call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH 8623823
NHOC OPENING MEETING! Tonight! 79 pm in the Senate-Merrimack room (MUB).
Trip sign-ups! Bring Deposit$$
Squig - a written reminder to KEEP THE
DOOR CLOSED AT ALL TIMES. Can you
handle that much? Really, I don't think it's
that much to ask considering the hell I
endure so you can eat your crummy
oranges. Also, why don't you get a job and
start jogging or something?! love always,
the sarcastic wench you live with.
Squig - jus' jokin'
NHOC BAHAMAS PEOPLE: Organizational
(and mandatory) meeting. Wed. Jan 25 at
7 pm in the NHOC office - Rm 129 MUB.
Wanted : Someone who made it through
an entire story in the latest issue of Main
Street. Please report to the Bureau of Bad
Taste for extermination.
The proportion of heavy drinkers increases
fairly steadily from 6% of those with
grammar school education, to 15% of those
who are college graduates.
Using more than one drug at a time can
be even more hazardous than overdrinking. The effects may be additive and
they may interact in unknown ways.
Overdose and/or death is more possible.

Passing out from too much alcohol is NOT
the same as blacking out. Passing out is
becoming unconscious, blacking out is
a memory lapse. More info call Health
Services at 862-3823
If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
male, you may be at risk for AIDS. For free,
anonymous and non-judgemental AIDS
antibody counseling and/or testing, call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH, 8623823

51 MAIN STREET, DURHAM, NH
868-6322
OFFER EXPIRES 4/89

L________________________ J
♦

GRADUATE

NURSES
♦
Nl'w England Medi(:al Center
is committed· to the professional '-k"dopmcnt of our
nurses. lkrc you will find a
,·arie1y of specialty areas in
adult an<.I pediatrics thal pro\'idc you with the oppor1unitit's to dndop your nursing
skills in 1hc areas of your
choitT. During your six week
orientation. you will he supported in meeting your ohjct·1i vcs hy a prn·epwr and
during your firs1 year you
will participa1c in paticnt"carc
conferences. workshops.
Sl'minars and mana~t:-mc:nl
tr.tining. As you gain primary
nursing l'Xpcricnt"t'. you will
han: an opporiunity to join
a n1llahora1i,:c prat·tit'c and
work wi1h a physidan and
amhulator\' nurses to · coordinall' lht: t·arl' of your paI il·n1s 1hrough an l'nlirt·
t:pisotk of illness. We arc
n>mmittnl to vour sut·t·css.
Join our staff and pr.in kc in
an autonomous cn\'ironmcnt
1ha1 fostns your prokssional growlh .

GRADUATE
NURSE
Salary wiJh rotation
$32,219

GRADUATE
NURSES
Board Review
Course Offered
Free of Charge

In addition to offl'ring one of !he hi~hc:st salary sl·h~du_lcs in the a~a.
our progrl'ssi\'l" hcndi1s package includes contmu,_ng c:ducatton
prm·iding CH 1·s. ~cncrous 1uition rcimhurse~c:nt, fkxt~k scheduks
induding 12-hour shifts, and participatory ume plannm~. We have
a parking gar.igc on-sill' and 1hc convenient·c of an Or.inge Line T-stop.

For additional information about these opportunities, please
call Lori Draymore, Nurse Recruiter, at 617-956-5575. 750

Washington Street, Box 465, Boston, MA 02111. An equal opportunity employer.

New England
Medical Center
Hospitals
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'Cats sign NH
hoop phenom
By Brian Brady
Barry and Best are two leWith this year's basketball gendary New Hampshire high
season heading into oblivion school basketball standouts to
Coach Jerry Friel and his coach- whom all others are compared.
ing staff recently received some
Friel .forsees Manor as being
positive news about the future.
a swingman because according
Word that New Hampshire to Friel, "He's an athlete who
high school basketball star Pat . can jump, run and shoot well."
Manor will play for the Wildcats
Friel also pointed out that
next season and further word Manor is number one academthat next season's schedule will ically in his class of 339 and was
be expanded to include three recruited by the engineering
more basketball tournaments department.
has provided some much needed
The other big story from the
optimism to the program.
basketball program is that next
Pat Manor is a 6' 5" forward season's schedule has been
for Alvirn High School in expanded to include three preHudson, New Hampshire. Hud- season basketball tournaments.
son is a Class L school which
The most notable of the three
is the division for the largest is the famed "Indiana Classic"
schools in the Granite State.
basketball tournament which
This season Manor has av- is hosted each year by the
eraged 36 points per game and legendary Coach Bobby Knight
had a high of 60 points. Accord- and the Indiana Hoosier basing to Assistant Coach Andy ketball team.
Johnson, baring injury, Manor
The tournament is a four
will set the all-time New Hamp- team competition that will be
shire scoring record sometime played at the University of
this season. He will receive a Indiana in Bloomington on
full basketball scholarship to December 8 and 9 next season.
UNH.
The second tournament is the
A happy Friel said of Manor, "Fleet National Bank Classic"
"We feel he's the best player on November 24 and 25 in
in New Hampshire at this Providence, Rhode Island.
particular time. We want the Again it will be a four team
best players in New Hampshire tournament with the particito come to UNH."
pants being UNH, Providence
Friel thinks that Manor is one College, University of Jacksonof the be~t prospects he has ever ville and Bowling Green.
seen from New Hampshire.
The third tournament will be
"In the 20 years I've been in on December 29 and 30 at the
New Hampshire he's in the University of Alabamasame catagory as Skip Barry and Birmingham.It too will be a four
James Best," Friel said.
team tournament.

Women skiers take third
By Jami Doneski
The women's cross-country Chris Philbrick who finished
ski ream opened their season an outstanding sixth place with
last weekend at the Bates Car- a time of 42:14.
Philbrick was followed closely
nival held in Rumford, Maine.
All eleven reams in Division I by teammate Mona Despres
participated in the cwo -day who finished ninth at 42:43.
competition in which the Wild- Junior Kim Young was the third
cats finished an impressive third scorer for the Wildcats. Young
behind the U niversiry of Ver- was 25th with a rime of 46:28.
Sophomores Krista Savage
mont and Williams.
The first day of competition and Christy Roux finished 41st
consisted of a 10 kilometer and 45th respectively.
Freshman Cathy Thompson
individual classical race. Team
scores are com pured by adding didn't race due to sickness.
their cop three finishers. UNH Thompson has been racing third
finished fourth behind UVM, for the Wildcats so far chis
Williams, and Middlebury in season and was sorely missed.
The second day of compecithis competition.
Individually, Sari Agrallander . cion consisted of a 3 x 5 kilomefrom UVM destroyed the com-, ter relay in which UNH finished
petition winning the race by two third in chis race behind UVM
minutes and forty seconds with and seconds behind Darmouth.
Freshman Cathy Thompson
a rime of 36:5.5. The· fastest
Wildcat for the day was senior raced the first leq_ The effects

of her illness were pretty clear
as she tagged off to the second
leg, senior Mona Despres, in
seventh place.
Despres had an outstanding
leg and pulled UNH into fifth
place while clocking the fifth
fastest leg of the day.
Despres tagged off to senior
Chris Philbrick who reeled in
both the Middlebury and Williams teams and nearly caught
Darmouth at the finish. ·Philbrick had the fourth fastest leg
of the day.
It was a successful weekend
overall for the lady Wildcats.
The team is certainly going to
be a serious threat when freshmar:i Cathy Thompson is healthy
agam.
The team heads co New
England College next weekend
for their second Carnival.

C
_ ross country freezes up
By Jami Doneski
The men's cross-country ski
team opened their regular season last weekend in Rumford,
Maine. The two-day competition was hosted by Bates College
and all eleven division one ski
teams participated.
It was a shaky start for the
Wildcats however as they finished fifth behind the U nivers i ty of Vermont, Dartmouth,
Middlebury, and St. Lawrence.
The first day of competition
was a 15 kilometer classical race.
Teams were scored according
to the their top three finishers.
UNH placed a distant sixth
behind UVM, Dartmouth, Middlebury, St. Lawrence, and Williams.

Individually, the University
of Vermont finished 1,2,3, to
clinch their victory.
Sophomore Marc Gullickson
was the first Wildcat skier co
cross the line. Freshman Pac
Weaver was 22nd with a time
of 55:27.Junior Bill Kimball was
41st and the final UNH skier
to cross the line.
The following day was a 3 x
7.5 kilometer skating relay.
An air temperature of four
degrees and fierce winds
brought the wind chill factor
down to a bitter 30 below zero
causing the beginning of the
race to be delayed.
The race finally began even
though the wind chill factor still
hovered around -20.

After an outstanding first leg
by Weaver, UNH was in third
behind UVM and Dartmouth.
Weaver tagged off to·Gullickson
who increased the lead over the
fourth place Middlebury team.
But the Wildcats anchor leg,
Jeff Danielson, could not hold
off the determined efforts of
the Middlebury and Bares reams
and UNH finished a disappointing fifth place.
Overall, it was a rough start
for the Wildcat skiers. But this
is a young team; two juniors,
three sophomores, and one
freshman, and they are only
going to improve.
Next weekend UNH travels
to New England College for
another division wide meet.

MUSO
DARKROOMS
Are now offering beginning five-week
clasies i,n black and white and darkroom
use for th_e semester. All chemistry is free!!!

CONTACT MICHAEL BORCHARDT AT
MUSO
ROOM 148 MUB OR CA LL 862-1485

...
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Wildcat s triumph twice
By Naomi Elvove
The UNH women's basketball team defeated two of their
Seaboard Conference foes, Boston U niversicy and Hartford,
to bring their current confer·ence
record co 3-1_, and overall record
to 8-6.
They beat BU on Wednesday
64-62 and the University of
Hartford on Saturday 77-73 .
The highlight of the BU
victory was Kris Kinney's record
breaking performance. Kinney
pulled down nine rebounds co
give her 7 48 for her career,
breaking 1984 graduate Gail
Jackson's record (747 ) for rebounds in a career.

In the victory Kinney lead all
scorers with 25 points. Sophmore Michele Brusseau scored
12, juniors Deb Dorsch and
Shelley Fitz scored eight points
each, and sophmore Julie Donlon added two key three point
field goals and nine points.
As for Saturday's game, the
two reams played even up until
Hartford jumped to a 14 point
lead with three minutes left in
the game.
However, the Wildcats came
charging back to cie the game
up. With just 18 seconds left
Hartford sank two clutch free
throws co put them up by two
points.
Deb Dorsch provided the

heroics by knocking home a
jump shot to tie the game with
just one second left.
During the overtime the
Wildcats took control and outscored Harford 15-11 giving
them a 77-73 victory.
Dorsch noc only hit the game
tying shot at the end of regulation but also led the team in
scoring with a career high 25
points, 17 of which were in the
second half.
Kinney had a great game also
with 17 points and 15 rebounds.
Brusseau played anocher strong
game with 12 rebounds.
The 'Cats will next play at
home against Dartmouth on
Thursday night at 7:00.

Track shines at ECAC's
By Liz Lerner

The Wildcat men's crack and
field team sent their cop fourteen athletes down to Boscon
University on Saturday, January
21 to compete for the first time
in the ECAC North Atlantic
Conference Championships. Of
the five reams present, UNH
took fourth place with 95 points.
Coach Walt Chadwick said,
"Had they not had to split the
team due to a schedule conflict,
wirhont quf'<;tion UNH would

have been in the running for
second place in the meet."
Overall, UNH performed
exceptionally well. Darryl Covell won the 800 meter in
l:53:73 which qualifies him for
the IC4A Championships at
Princeton University in March.
Randy Hall set a school record
in the 3000 meter with a time
of 8:21: 17. Barney Barromeo
won the 55 meter dash in 6.5
seconds. In the field events,
Garrett Velasquez won the long

jump with a leap of 22' 3/4".
For those athletes who qualified for the IC4A's in March,
that is quite an accomplishment.
That meet, aside from the
National Championships, is the ·
biggest meet for any collegiate
track and field athlete.
The outlook for the remainder of the season is bright for the
men. They go into Friday's
home meet against a strong The women's basketball team continued its winning ways with
team from Rhode Island witch close victories over BU and Hartford. (photo by Hank Ellsmore)
a 5-0 record.

Double victory
for trackste rs

-· - --

The me~'s track team split squads over the weekend with one half staying home and defeating
Bowdo10 and the other half placing fourth in the ECAC North Atlantic Tourney (photo
by Chris Pollet)
~

Mat men add three·w ins
By Kevin Connelly
The UNH wrestling team
upped their record to 11-1 on
the season with three victories
Saturday night at Lundholm
Gymnasium. Their sweep of the
quadrangle meet was highlighted by Mike Caracci tying Paul
Schwnn's record for all time
career wins at UNH.
Caracci's achievement was
tallied in the final meet of the
night. The 118 pound senior
muscled his way to the 100
victory plateau, to etch a spot
in the record books for the time
being.
"He's an outstanding wrestler
and should add quite · a few
victories co the record,'' Head
Coach Jim Urquhart comment-

ed.
The 'Cats stai:ted the night
by blanking Seton Hall 42-0. Cocaptains Paul Petersen and
Caracci each registered their
first of 3 victories in the evening, while Wesley Decher
notched a win.
UNH's second duel meet
squared them off against BC.
The scrappy 'Cats manhandled
the Eagles 35-11. Caracci and
Petersen paced the Cat's once
again with a victory a piece.
In the Wildcats' night cap,
Peterson and Decker, who sat
out the BC match with a bad
back, wrestled to victories as
the 'Cats won by a 21-11 margin.
Caracci cook front stage in the
contest, however, by recording
his 100th victory.

Urquhart was extremely
pleased with his team's perfor~ance, and likes their positionmg.
"We have a good team and
have done really well. We're 111, we've worked hard and it's
all paid off."
Coach Urquhart sees the
future with optimism as well.
"We are capable of winning
all of our remaining matches.
We only lose three wrestlers for
next year and we have 9ur
nucleus returning."
With nine full seasons at
UNH under the coach's belt, he
has created an aura that great
team emit. He has coached 14
New England champions and
is coming off three consecutive

By Liz Lerner
- The men's and women's track
teams completed Saturday January 21 at the Paul Sweet track
where they defeated Colby and
Bowdoin with 67 and 89.5
points respectively.
The men sneaked away with
a one point victory margin over
Bowdoin. The women ran
strong and walked away with
the meet by 30 points.
The women's coach Nancy
Kruger was especially pleased.
"Our goal going into the meet
was to acheive a good team
effort. I emphasized giving 110
percent in their second and third
events as well as their favorite
event.
There were several double
winners in the meet. Dawn
Enterlein won in both the
1500m and 800m. Her time of
4:54.02 was a personal best and
her time in the 800m of 2:21:03
was an eighth of a second shy
of qualifying her for the New
England Championships.
Laura Schofield was a double
winner in the 55m dash and the
200m run. Kerry Fortier had an
outstanding meet qualifying her
for the New England Championships with a personal best
of 1: 10 in the 400m. Fortier also
was the anchor on the winning
4 x 160m relay team.
In the field events, Karen
Wenwark continued to dominate the shot put and 20 lb.
weight. She set a personal best
in the shot put with a throw of

36' l "to qualify for the New
England Outdoor Championships and she set a new facility
record with a throw of 46' 10"
in the 20 lb. weight.
The Wildcat women will be
practicing diligently chis week
to gear-up for their trip to
Maine on Saturday, January 28
where they will compete in the
Bates Invitational
The men faced more of a
challenge going into Saturday's
duel meet. Due to a conflict in
scheduling, the team was split
keeping some athletes at home
to run against Bowdoin and
Colby while 14 others went to
Boston to compete in the
ECAC's.
Outstanding performances
were given by Rodger Baker in
the 35 lb. weight with a throw
of 43' 6.5". Darren Meyer had
the farthest kap for UNH in
the long jump soaring 21' 2".
Don Bauley won the 3000m
with a time of 8:57:04. Todd
Urbank had a successful meet
winning the shot put and the
high hurdles.
The men's team did a tremendous job under temporary
coach George Lisser. The team's
head coach and spiritual leader
was hospitalized after undergoing a serious knee operation.
All the guys on the team really
pulled together for the win on
their coach's behalf. Hopefully
Coach Jim Boulanger will be on
his feet again soon for the team's
upcoming meets.

winning seasons.
"We have gone head to head
against the top teams in the
country, and we've established
a winning tradition," Urquhart
said. "It is ,very gratifyjng."

Caracci will have a chance to
break the school record when
the 'Cats hos-t Rhode Island and
Western New England College
Friday night at 7:00 p.m. in
Lundholm Gymnasium.
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Sports
Wildcats 81

Eagles 80!

Counts' heroics stun Niagara
By J. Russell Pabst

•

Derek Count's last second basket capped a remarkable 14 point
comeback win over Niagara Saturday night. (photo by Sadie
Greenway)

'Cats halt 'Dogs
behind Morrison

...

By Brian Brady
Friday night the Bulldogs of
University of MinnesotaDuluth came to Durham looking
for an easy win against a team
to which they h_ad never lost,
the UNH Wildcats. Instead they
ran into a brick wall by the name
of Pat Morrison.
Quite simply put, Pat Morrison was the story in this game.
He made every pretty save
imaginable and lead the 'Cats
to a 3-0 victory.
Morrison, who has played
nearly every game in the pipes
this season for the Wildcats,
magically turned back all 29
Bulldog shots to engineer the
first shutout by a UNH goaltender at Snively Arena since
1984.
The all around effort of the
'Cats was phenomenal as they
dominated Duluth from wire
to wire.
Senior co-captain Steve
Horner opened the scoring for
the Wildcats in the first period,
when the right winger took a
beautiful feed from junior David
Aiken and stuffed it home.
Freshman Dominic Amodeo
also picked up an assist on
Horner' s tally.
The second period had no
scoring as the goaltending of
Pat Morrison and the defensive
efforts of Jeff Lazaro, Kevin
Dean, Chris Grassie and David
MacIntyre shut down the Duluth attack.
The back checking by the
forwards also played a large part

in the stellar defensive effort
brought forth by the Wildcats.
· Sophmore Chris Winnes gave
UNH an insurance goal in the
third period when he got behind
the Duluth defensemen and
took a pass from Scott Morrow
to go on a breakaway against
Duluth goalie John Hyduke.
Winnes tore down the ice, faked
Hyduke and then stuffed it
under his pads for the 2-0 lead.
Junior Mark Johnson also assisted on the goal.
Winnes made the Duluth
defensemen look foolish all
night as he later stole the puck
from them twice only to be
stopped each time by Hyduke
on breakaways.
Freshman star Joe Flanagan
gave the 'Cats an insurmountable lead late in the third period
when he scored a bizarre goal.
He took the puck from behind
the Duluth net, circled towards
the front of it and deflected his
shot off a Duluth defenseman
and into the net. Winnes assisted on the goal.
,
With the victory the Wildcats
improve their overall record to
8-15 and 5-12 in Hockey East.
They are in hot pursuit of the
Providence Friars for the fifth
and final playoff spot in Hockey
East.
Last night they had a game
against the University of Minnesota. After that game their
next contest will be against
Boston University on Saturday
night at 7:00 at Walter Brown
Arena on the campus of BU.

The UNH men's basketball
team battled back from a 14
point deficit in the second half
to beat Niagra University Saturday night, 81-80 with some
lase second heroics by senior
guard Derek Counts.
The win was only the second
for the 'Cats chis season and
broke a 13 game losing streak.
Head basketball coach Jerry
Friel listed two reasons why the
win was a very important one.
"First, it broke the losing
streak," Friel said. "Second,
we've been working hard and
have been getting no results.
When chat happens it's very
hard to keep working hard."
As in past games the Wildcats
seem to be a Dr. Jeckyll and Mr.
Hyde balklub. In one half they
play like their record indicates,
and in the other, they play like
a team that could post a respectable record and have the ability
to beat anybody on a given night.
Saturday night was no exception.
Niagra jumped out to a quick
6-2 lead, however Counts lacer
closed the margin to 10-9 with
a three pointer. Niagara's Mike
Rios answered the call with a
bomb of his own and the Purple
Eagles seemed to be off and
running again.
Counts then hit three free
throws when a technical foul
was called against Niagara to
knot the score at 15 a piece.
UNH took the lead 19-17 on a
Chris Perkins (12 pts. 4 rebounds) layup. Then came the
now almost infamous Wildcat
let down.
Rios hit another long range
jumper which sparked the Niagara squad ro outscore tht'
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minutes of the first half. At the
intermission it was Niagara
with the lead 40-27.
The Purple Eagles pushed the
lead up to 14 points (43-29) with
18:22 left and it lcfuked to be
another blowout loss for the
'Cats.
Instead the 'Cats showed
some character and discipline
by clawing their way back to
within four, 45-41, on a 12-2
spurt in the following two
minutes.
Niagara, however, would pull
away again on a Mark Henry 18foot jumper and a Patrick Jones
(25 points) free throw.
Within the next three minutes, though, UNH would score
10 points on lay ups by David
Marshall and Joe Spitale, a Paris
Dryden jump shot, and a couple
of free throws by Counts. They
took the lead 53-50.
The Wildcats srayed within
striking distance for nine minutes, however. When Mike Rios
hit his fourth three pointer of
the game, Niagara was once
again in control with a seven
point lead with only 3: 16 left
to go.
With key steals from Counts
during the final three minutes
and six unanswered points
(Chris Perkins hit a close
jumper with 49 seconds remaining) the Wildcats crawled back
to within one point.
With only a four second
differential between the game
clock and the 45 shoe second
clock, the Purple Eagles needed
only to run out the shot clock
and give the ball back to UNH
with four seconds left to give
the 'Cars a very slim chance for
victorv.
Instt:.1d, .Pat rick runes rn ;,._,.,.rl

a jum_per from on top of the key
and UNH quickly called timeout
with just 16 seconds to play.
Ten seconds later Counts
lofted a 10 foot shot over
Niagara's 6' 11" center Sean
Schiano that found the mark and
gave the 'Cats a stunning 8180 victory.
The 'Cats shot 60 percent
from the floor in che second half
compared co an ugly 28 percent
in the first half.
According to Friel the victory
was a meal team effort.
"I feel really good about the
kids, everybody contributed,"
Friel said.
Along with che 21 points
from Counts, Spitale netted 17,
Carpenter and Perkins both had
12 a piece, and Paris Dryden
added nine in the winning cause.
The win fortunately overshadowed a 20 point drubbing at
the hands of Canisius College
on Thursday night at the Koesslex Athletic Center on che
Canisius campus.
Counts, again led the Wildcats
with 17 points, and Chris Perkins added 16 as the Golden
Griffiths of Canisius led by as
many as 30 before .posting the
final 89-69 score. The loss was
UNH's 13th straight defeat and
their seventh consecutive road
loss, before the win on Saturday.
The Wildcats return home co
host Northeastern (Wednesday
·night, 7:30) and Colgate (Saturday, time to be announced)
in what could turn out to be a
couple of very interesting
games.
,
"We don't know what's going
to happen next, " Friel said in
~ega~d to t?e upcoming games.
We re gorng to keep W()tbng
b.:u:d. .wd hopcfuHy good things

